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1. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, the topic of "Suburban Gndlock" has emerged as one of the most significant

transpoI-tauon problems in the United States (Cervero, 1985) As population deconcentrates from

central cities to suburban rings, and increasingly to the peripheries of those rings, employment has

tended to follow High-technology manufacturing, and associated research and development, have

tradmonally sought suburban locations, out-of-town shoppmg centers have consolidated their posi-

tion, rivalhng and often exceedmg the sales and employment volumes of downtown stores, campus

office parks have become larger and denser, producing mini-downtowns in the new suburbs "i~e

result has been that traditional, radial, suburb-to-city commute patterns have been overlain and

increasingly overwhelmed by a new pattern of non-radial, suburb-to-suburb trips

Such travel demands are seldom amenable to mass transit solutions, even m metropolitan

areas where good-quality transit exists, because they serve multiple origins and destinations with

relatively weak corridor concentrations, even if flows may concentrate on certain facihtles (e g free-

ways) for part of the trip Traditionally it was thought that they could be handled by the private

automobile because of the generally low densities of both residential origins and workplace destina-

tions But, for a variety of reasons, during the 1980s the mass-automobile solution seemed to be

bringing serious problems in the form of generalized suburban congestion, sometimes extending

over long periods of the day In both Los Angeles and the San Francisco Bay Area, freeway speeds

dropped dramatically during the decade, as facihues built during the 1950s and 1960s have reached

saturation The reasons are complex and not yet satisfactorily analyzed, they include both general

demogr aphic and employment growth, coupled with rising car ownership and the increasing size

and densit 3" of suburban workplace developments

Durmg the 1980s it was widely argued that because of the irrelevance of both traditional

transit 2~nd umversal-auto solutions, the answer lay in Transportation Systems Management (TSM),

which would utilize the highway system more efficiently at congested hours These would consist

in a rmxture ofpreferentzalprowszon in the form of High Occupancy Vehicle (HOV) lanes on high-

ways, on access ramps, and in parking lots, incentives to purchase and operate HOVs (e g van-pool

schemes), dzszncentzves in the form of increased parking charges for single-occupancy parking,

and znformatzon systems to encourage greater reliance on ride-sharing and demand-responsive

transit Recent studies, however, suggest that these schemes have enjoyed relatively httle success

in wearung drivers from their cars, either because the total package of incentives and disincentives

has been inadequate, or because the problem is more retractable than was thought, or both For

instance, some work has suggested that trip coupling-- the use of the commute trip to perform



other functions, such as shopping or picking up children-- is more common than was thought,

making tt difficult if not impossible to share rides

Some critics have argued that the real root of the problem lay not in the transportation system

but in the underlying patterns of land use that generated it By tolerating and even encouraging

low-density suburban sprawl both in housing and employment, these critics argued, American

local jurisdictions made it impossible to support good quality mass transit Cervero’s study of the

land use-transportation link in the new American suburban centers concludes that a crucial varia-

ble was the density and variety of land use large, dense, varied centers had the highest propor-

uons of workers commuting vaa carpools, vanpools, and buses (Cervero 1989)

These crmcs have also pointed to the contrast between the Umted States and Europe With

only minor differences from country to country, Western European nations have practiced land use

planning which ensured that new suburbs were developed compactly around transit stops, while

commercial centers were developed at relatively high density around transit nodes, discouraging

auto use and positively encouraging reliance on transit (-Hall, 1982, Hall, 1984) In parallel, Euro-

pean cities have invested very heavily during the 1970s and 1980s in new heavy- and hght-rall transit

systems, with heavy capital subsidies and --in many cases --also generous operating subsidies from

central government funds Nearly all major metropohtan areas in the Federal Repubhc of Germany,

for instance, have new U-Bahn (subway) systems connecting downtowns and inner suburbs, and

sometm’tes extending out to neighboring suburban cities, together with S-Bahn (Express Rail) sys-

tems se~’vlng more distant outer-suburban destinations Paris, slmllarly, continues to invest in its

Region2d Express Rail (RER) system, which connects the historic city of Paris with the suburbs and

the five new towns built after 1965 (Hall and Hass-Klau, 1985, Simpson, 1987, Simpson, 1988)

Despite these investments, car ownership levels in western European countries have contin-

ued to rise, with only a momentary slowing after the great energy crisis of the early 1970s Starting

after World War II with ownership levels that were a fraction of American levels, they have progres-

sively caught up In 1990, against a level of 648 cars per 1,000 population in the United States, the

levels were 421 in Sweden, 437 in Germany, 417 in France, and 376 in Great Britain (Great Britain

Department of Transport, 1992) Further, recent research now makes it clear that suburbamzation

of people and employment, which began m Britam as early as the 1950s, has progresstvelyspread

to covet thewhole of western Europe first Scandinavia and the Benelux countries, then Germany,

then France and southern Europe (Hall and Hay 1980, Cheshire and Hay, 1989) In the most

extreme cases, such as that of London, this process has produced a very wide deconcentration of

both population and employment, with the maximum growth now occurring m small- and medium-

smed CVtles between 60 and 110 miles from the city, and with a great deal of inter-urban commuting

(Hall, 1989) There is some suggestion from recent research that the first impact Is to lengthen
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commuter trips, but that, after a time lag, people find local employment and trip length agam

reduces However, the tendency is for trips to transfer from transit to automobile in the process

The evidence may be summed up as follows m the Umted States, suburbaruzatton of popu-

lation and employment has until recently been regarded as outside control, but some attempts

have been made to mmgate the transportation consequences through TSM, more recently, there

have been a few well-pubhctzed experiments, notably in Cahforma, to develop new, alternative

transit-based suburbs (Kelbaugh, 1989, U S Department of Transportation, 1991, Baltake, 1991,

Berntck and Hall, 1992, Bermck and Munkres, 1992) In Europe, there has been a much more

proactlve tradition of land use control, positive regional growth strategies, and both capital and

revenue subsidy for transit What is unclear is whether these different European approaches have

produced stgmficantly different commuting patterns, either in the overall pattern of commuter

journeys or in the modal split, and whether any of them has shown achievement or promise in

mitigating the phenomenon of suburban grldlock To try to answer these questions is the pur-

pose of the present research



2. THE STUDY AREAS

Our study, as set out in a proposal to the Umverstty of California Transportation Center in

Spring 1’990, proposed to throw light on this question by a systematic study of three representative

urban areas

(1) The San Francisco Bay Area was our chosen American "control" case It is a polycen-
tric region, based on two older core cities (San Francisco and Oakland), which devel-
oped in the trolley-car era, and on a third core (San Jose), which, though equally old,
has seen rapid growth as the chief city of Slhcon Valley Since World War II, but especi-
ally during the 1970s and 1980s, it has been a fast-growing and fast-suburbamzing area
which has invested moderately heavily both in freeways and, latterly, in transit (BART,
Mum Metro, Santa Clara Light Rail, and bus systems), but which has also experienced
marked deterioration in its transportation system performance during the last decade
Many communities have reacted to growth by imposing strong growth management
controls, and the area has a particularly well-defined greenbelt, consisting of regional
park and watershed reservations, which has had the effect of forcing suburban develop-
ment to leapfrog into relatively distant locations-- as far as 50-60 miles from down-
town San Francisco

(2) The Rhine-Main area of Germany, a poIycentnc metropohtan area based on the cities
of Frankfurt am Main, Wiesbaden and Mainz, and Offenbach and Darmstadt It is a very
dynamic metropohtan area, the financial services center of postwar Germany, and the
leading airport hub, which has experienced large-scale decentralization of population
and employment Strong growth controls have been accompamed by heavy investment
in a new regional transit system based on hght rail (an upgrading of the turn-of-the-
century streetcar system, with undergroundmg in central Frankfurt to form a U-Babn
system) plus express heavy rail transit (th~S.Bahn, equivalent broadly to BART or RER)
However, the area became one of the major intersections of the national freeway (Auto-
bahn) system as long ago as the 1930s, and since the 1960s highway investment has
been generous, producing a grid of freeways across the entire urban area Despite this,
rapidly rising car ownership has meant locahzed congestion by the 1980s

(3) The R~gion Ile-de-France, the metropohtan area around Pans, where rapid growth has
taken place in accordance with the 1965 regional plan and its subsequent modifications,
especially in the form of five new towns and new econormc growth poles, and with very
large Investment in new transit systems (the RER, a new express commuter rail system
similar to BART, together with extensions to the older M~tro system), as well as new high-
ways Rejecting the earlier model of London, the Ile-de-France planners preferred in
effect to build their five large new cities as extensions of the existing agglomeration, con-
nected to it by the new PER system, which thus performs a truly regional role However,
until recently, planners gave httle attention to the problem of transit links between the
new towns themselves, which are only provided indirectly through the heart of Paris
itself In contrast, the new htghways have been planned on a famthar spoke and wheel
pattern, with three orbital highways the innermost (the Boulevard P~mphemque) com-
pleted in the 1970s, the middle (the A86) nearing completion, and the outermost (La
Francihenne, connecting the new towns) still fragmentary



Despite their evadent differences, the three areas also have certain common features that

made them particularly interesting for comparison

Polycentric Urban Form

& polycentrm form is increasingly characteristic of almost all large urban areas This is due to

the deca ncentranon of population and employment out of traditional urban centers, a phenomenon

that began during the 1950s in the United States and in the middle to late 1960s in Europe Popula-

tion deconcentration is the result of the following factors lower housing costs, perceived better ser-

vices (schools, recreation, police, and fire), perceived higher safety, increasing employment oppor-

tumties, and automobile accesslblhty Deconcentration of employment out of tradmonal urban

centers ~-esults from lower rents, more attractive work environments, perceived better employment

pools, and automobile accessibility

"/he Bay Area had a polycentric urban form from the outset, dominated by three major cities

San Francisco (city and county), Oakland, and San Jose (Figure 1) Four tuner-suburban counties

surround these major cities San Mateo, Alameda (excluding Oakland), Contra Costa, and Santa

Clara (excludmg San Jose) The outer suburban counties are, somewhat oddly, all located to the

north oJ~ the cities and inner suburbs, they are the counties of Marm, Sonoma, Napa, and Solano

San Francisco and Oakland, while separated bywater, are only five miles apart San Jose is approxi-

mately ~0 miles to the south of the other two cities Although the cities have high densities, the

inner-suburbs that surround them have a sprawling form The sprawl of the tuner-suburbs is sur-

passed only by that of the outer-suburbs, and that which has extended into the eastern portion of

the Bay Area and even further to the east, beyond the borders of the nine-county Bay Area Despite

the spr~ wl of development, there are large tracts of land which are undeveloped in the Bay Area,

mainly due to greenbelt reservations and earthquake hazards

The Rhein-Main Regzon has a highly evolved polycentnc urban form consisting of six larger

cities, dominated by Frankfurt (see Figure 2) The five cities included in this study are compara-

tively close to each other, with two pairs directly bordering each other (Frankfurt/Offenbach and

Wlesbaden/Mamz), the farthest (Mamx, Darmstadt) are 20 miles (35 kin) distant from the center 

Frankfurt Below the level of the cities is a dense urban network of smaller cities, towns, and vil-

lages, concentrations of which occur to the northwest and south of Frankfurt Despite the large

numbei of urban areas and their proximity, most are noticeably separated from each other by con-

siderab][e tracts of recreational, agricultural, and forested lands

TheR~gzonlle-de-Francewas origmallynot polycentrm at all rather, ltwas a highly concentra-

ted region effectively consisting of the historic City of Paris within its fortifications (Figure 3) Though

these were removed around the turn of the century, the resulting zone always presented something of

a physical and psychological barrier, the M~tro system, built in stages from 1900, did not penetrate



Figure 1
San Francisco Bay Area: General Orientation
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Figure 2
Rhein-Main Region: General Orientation
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Figure 3
R~gion He-de-France: General Orientation
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beyond it, and suburban commuter rad serwces were weakly developed compared with London,

thus inhibiting the growth of suburbs on the Anglo-Amerman model The suburbamzauon that did

occur before World War II was a m~ture of select suburbs, outgrowths from existing towns and

vdlages, and shanty-town developments (lotzssements), there were a few so-called garden crees

(cit~sjardms) built at much higher densities than their English equivalents After the war came

large-scale planned decentralization mto pubhc housing projects (grands ensembles), which were

much criticized for their lack of services and commumty structure Finally, the 1965 regional plan

(Schema Dzrecteur) provided for the construction of very large new towns-- originally eight, later

reduced to five --of up to 500,000 people, linked to the city and its surrounding agglomeration by

new highways and a regional express rail (RER) system Selected existing suburban centers were

also to be redeveloped as major service and employment nodes, strategically located between the

city and the new towns, and hnked to both by the new transport lines Thus, during the I970s

and 1980s, the entire region became progressively more polycentnc m form

Transportation Networks

All three areas have highly developed transportation networks to serve their polycentric urban

forms The inter-urban h~ghway and transit networks are of primary concern m this study, w~th the

latter focused mainly on rail service A characteristic common to all three areas is a highway net-

work whmh ~s both radial and tangential in form, whereas the existing rail network is almost

exclusively radial

San Franczsco BayArea The transportation network in the Bay Area is dominated by h~gh-

ways, all hough an extensive transit network also exists Radial and tangential h~ghways hnk almost

every part of the BayArea with every other part (see Figure 1) However, stgmficant constraints exist

due to the physical geography, as evadenced by the bridges across the Bay and the tunnels through

the hdls ringing the eastern shoreline The bridges, particularly the Bay Bridge from Oakland and

the Gokten Gate Bridge from Matin, act as chokeholds for commuters into and out of San Francisco

and to other destinations in the BayArea The tunnels restrict commuter flows to and from the sub-

urban communmes in the eastern portion of the Bay Area and beyond. These restrmuons compound

the congestion oft Bay Area highways, which are already overburdened by the large number of

users Over the 20 years 1966-86, traffic on Imerstate-880 in South Oakland grew from 71 to 130

percent of capacity, while traffic on Interstate-80 m the northern part of the East Bay went from 67

to 114 percent (Bermck, 1989 26) Between 1980 and 1989 the number of automobiles in the

Bay Area grew by 200,000, automobde-mdes increased by 33 percent, 250 mdes of highway were

congested, compared with 166 miles m 1982, and congestion rose 25 percent between 1982 and

1984 akme (Vlviano, 1989c 13, Cahforma Assembly, 1988 5) Projecuons show a need for 

addmonal 14 lanes on the 1-80 Carqumez Bridge and 10 additional lanes on the Bay Bridge to get



to San Ft anclsco at current speeds by 2004, and even worse increases ,n congestion will occur on

suburban freeways, where delays will mcrease on average by 8 9 percent per year or 433 percent

over 1985-2005 (Cahfornla Assembly, 1988 5)

The BayArea has one of the most ex-tenslve transit networks m the Umted States There are

two commuter rail systems, Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) and Caltram BART provades servace 

San Francisco and Oakland from surrounding commumtles along three hnes The 34 stattons are

spaced approximately 0 3 m~le (0 5 kin) apart m the clues and 2-3 miles (3 3-5 0 kin) apart elsewhere

Caltram, operated by the Cahforma Department of Transportauon, prowdes service between San

Jose and San Francisco along a single hne with stanons spaced approxamately 5 miles (16 5 km)

apart In addmon to a BART hne, San Francisco has a hght rail system, the San Francisco Mumclpal

Railway (Mum Metro), which provides serv, ce to closely spaced stops along two hnes within the city

The Santa Clara Light Pall Transit hne provides service along one hne between San Jose and a num-

ber ofsuJ:roundmg suburbs San Francisco is also the only city into the world with a functioning cable

car system, which is used by numerous commuters and Innumerable tourists In addition, bus service

to locations throughout the BayArea IS provided by the following large operators Munl, Alameda-

Contra C, osta Transit, Central Contra Costa Transit, San Mateo County Transtt, Santa Clara County

Transit, ,and Golden Gate Transit Bus service lS also provided by a number of smaller operators,

and numerous private employers also provide bus service m the form of vans for their employees

There ts also regular ferry service from both Oakland and Marm to San Francisco Finally, dally

long-dtsl ance mteraty raft servme is provided by Amtrak to a number of stauons along the eastern

shorehne of the Bay All of these transit systems fall under the jurisdiction of the Metropohtan

Transpo rtatlon Commission (MTC), the regional transportauon agency, which Is described in detail

in the next section

~’bein-Mam Region The Rheln-Maln Region has a dense highway network, which is par-

uaIly the result of the lntersecuon of two nauonal highways (Autobabnen) lust south of Frankfurt

Here the north-south A5 autobahn and the east-west A3 autobahn intersect (Figure 2) In addv

tton, there are numerous state and regional freeways (Bundesstrassen and Zandesstrassen), most

of which form a radial pattern around Frankfurt and serve the area’s other crees In the process of

doing sa, they provide service to numerous surrounding smaller urban centers Frankfurt also has a

ring-road of sorts, made from the various segments of the highways and freeways which converge

on it In addmon to highways and freeways, there is an extensive network of roads serving the

area’s smaller urban centers

The Rhem-Mam Regzon is also served by a radial ratl network that focuses on Frankfurt In

addmon to its role as a stop on almost all long-distance rater-city trams (InterCity Express and Inter-

Czty), Frankfurt is the center of the regional raft network In 1990, the S-Babn, a commuter rml sys-

tem ope rated by the German Federal Railways (Deutsche Bundesbabn), operated 14 hnes, providing

10



service to some 120 stations w~thin Frankfurt and its immediate surroundings, as well as the cities

of Offenbach, Darmstadt, Wiesbaden, and Mainx The U-Bahn, an underground lntra-city light rail

system based on upgrading and undergroundmg the old streetcar system, has seven lines, providing

service to Frankfurt and its immediate surroundings Both of these systems, as well as the area~s

tram and bus systems, are overseen by the Frankfurt Transport and Tariff Federation (Frankfurter

Verkehr~- und Tarzfverbund --FVV), which is described more extensively in the next section

R~gzonlle-de-France The national highway system of France, first estabhshed before the Revo-

lution, has always focussed on the core of Pans It has been overlaid by a national freeway (Auto-

route) system, begun before World War II but largely constructed from the 1960s onward, which

radiates out from the innermost of three concentric beltways The first beltway, the Boulevard

P~r,phet=que, was constructed through the old zone of fortifications and thus bounding the City of

Paris Two outer beltways, rheA86 through the inner suburban zone and theFrancihenne connecting

the new towns, are in varying stages of construction (Figure 3) Overall, in 1992, the Paris region

had some 112 miles of orbital motorway (133 miles including stretches under construction) and

515 mile s of radial motorway (617 rmles including stretches under construction) (London Research

Centre, 1992 76)

The M~tro system was deliberately built by the city authorities as an tuner-urban system with

frequent stops (average station spacing 0 4 mile), slow speeds, and limited radius determined 

the old city gates, during the 1970s and 1980s most lines have been extended short distances into

the inner suburbs The total network length in 1992 was 124 miles, or 139 miles including hnes

under construction (London Research Centre, 1992) The commuter rail system, originally devel-

oped by different private railway compames that were nationalized mto a single system (Socz~t~

Nationale des Cbemins de FerFran~azses, SNCF) in 1938, terminated at the major stations at the

edge of 1Ehe downtown business district, necessitating transfers to M~tro or bus From the early

1970s onward, as part of the lmplementauon of the regional plan, the region developed a com-

pletely new concept a regional express rail (R~seau Express R~gional, PER) serving the suburbs

and new towns, with express hmited-stop service within the city itself, and local servace provided

through convenient M~tro interchanges The first two lines of the RER~ the east-west Line A

and nor~ h-south Line B ~were planned to incorporate many of the existing commuter hnes, so as

to provide passengers with a more direct and convenient service to their central destinations, a

third hne (Line C) consists wholly of old SNCF lines, linked by a short new connector in the central

area The PER network in 1992 totalled 233 miles, or 327 miles including lines under construc-

tion, the’ original PER plan will be completed with the opening of a fourth hne (Line D) across

central Paris m 1993 Current plans call for further extensions of both M6tro and PER, including a

new automated east-west M6tro (M~teor) and a further east-west PER llne (Line E) crossing the

central area (London Research Centre, 1992 60-68)
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Plarming Institutions and Processes

This is the point at which the three areas are most similar in a general sense, but quite differ-

ent in te:mas of particulars They all have a multi-tiered form of government, consisting of national,

state, and local msututions, providing the framework for planning and development As is briefly

discussed below, the level of planning coordination and local autonomy varies widely between the

areas Of partmular interest is the level of regional land use and transportation planning

5an Franczsco Bay Area Planning in the United States is a strange mixture of municipal

autonomy, overlain by a myriad of specific national and state regulations and programs National

regulations affecting land use planning are restricted primarily to protection of the environment

Although the National Environmental Protection Act (NEPA) and the Endangered Species Act restrict

the type and location of development that can occur, neither provides a blueprint for general devel-

opment policies which can be adopted at the state or mumclpal level The same can be said of the

Clean Air Act, whose strict air standards metropolitan areas were required to meet by 1987, but

which left the choice of how to do so to the regions Until recently, national influence on transpor-

tation planning was limited to the provision of funds for highways, and for transit infrastructure

and some operations As the national highway system has been completed and the federal govern-

ment has cut spending over the last decade, national influence to transportation planning has

declined However, the Intermodal Surface Transportation EfficlencyAct (ISTEA) of 1991 changes

procedures for transportation planning, opening up considerable possibilities for the use of national

funds folr local transit In addition, federal court ruhngs upholding "fair share" low-income housing

requirements emphasize at the national level the requirement for housing in municipalities for aU

income levels It should be noted, though, that both the ISTEA and "fair share" housing ruhngs

return to the municipal level planning decisions

State-level planning is rare in the U S, and although Cahfornia does not have a state plan,

it is nonetheless one of the more advanced states with regard to development and planning The

Cahfornl a Environmental Quahty Act (CEQA) is a more restrictive version of NEPA Likewise, the

CahforruLa Clean Air Act is an even more restrictive version of its predecessor, the national Clean

AirAct Like its predecessor, though, it leaves the task of meeting its standards to the regions A

more speciahzed version of envaronmental protection is enforced by the Cahfornia Coastal Commis-

sion, an agency responsible for maintaining the quality of Cahfornia’s shorehne The California

Department of Transportation is responsible for statewide transportation planning, although its

focus has been almost exclusively on highways

Between the state and municipal levels are the counties, which provide servaces through-

out the county and are responsible for planning in non-municipal areas of the county A form of

government somewhat unique to the U S is the special district These organizations are usually

formed for the provision of transit, schools, utilities, and fire and police services They often cross
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municipal and county boundaries Special districts are largely autonomous in their actions because

their funding can usually only be spent on whatever servace they provide and their money comes

directly from taxes collected at the municipal, county, or state level There are over 700 special

districts i n the nine-county Bay Area

Aside from the above national and state regulations, development is controlled primarily at

the mumcipal level At the munmlpal level, Cahfornia requires all municipalities to have a general

plan --a :guide to development with seven elements, mcludmg land use, transportation, and housing

The plan typically includes development maps, policies, and program outlines, and is updated on a

five- to seven-year basts The general plan must be internally consistent, and in conformance with

all state ~tnd federal legislation Municipal zoning ordinances, subdivision controls, and building

codes must also be in conformance with the general plan However, these requirements do not

prevent a, municipality from undertaking actions which are detrimental to mumcipahties around it

Although municipalities are required to advise each other of major development lmpactsm such

as a new center of employment or housing development and the subsequent increase in traffic-- a

mumcipahty has little abihty to influence the development pohcies of those mumcipahues around

it In the nine-county Bay Area, there are almost 100 municipalities

Regional planning agencies in the U S come in two forms, councils of government (COGs)

and spec~ ahzed agencies In the BayArea, both types exist and have had hrmted success TheAssocia-

tion of BayArea Governments (ABAG) is a COG, and has historically concerned itself with regional

land use planning and themuluphclty of Issues connected with it However, the withdrawal of fed-

eral funding dunng the last decade and its lack of enforcement powers have left it unable to thor-

oughly netonitor and influence municipal planning decisions On the other hand, the Metropohtan

Transpottauon District (MTC) is a specialmed agency historically focusing exclusively on transporta-

tion planning MTC was created in 1970 with the responsibihty of developing and updating a

regional transportation plan, and has authority over all applications for state and federal transporta-

tion grants within its district (Markowitz, 1990 77) MTC ts headed by a 16-voting-member board,

14 of which are appointed by the boards of supervisors and councils of mayors within a county, and

2 represent other regional agencies According to federal law, MTC is the metropohtan planning

orgamzacion (MPO), making it responsible for the dissemination and enforcement of the guidehnes

and regulations of the Federal Highways Administration (FHA) and the Federal Transit Agency (F-

TA), formerly the Urban Mass Transit Administration (UMTA) In fiscal year 1990-91, MTC had 

budget of $13 5 million dollars and allocated $580 6 million in grants and pooled funding alloca-

tions (MTC, 1992 5) During the last decade, MTC has maintained its funding despite federal

funding cut-backs In fact, it has become one of the most highly regarded planning agencies in the

country During this time, MTC has also avoided involvement in anything other than transportation
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planning, specifically avoiding direct influences on municipal land use planning, which may be

the reason for ItS success

In addition to MTC, there is another major single-purpose agency with influence over plan-

ning in the Bay Area the Bay Area Air Quahty Management District (BAAQMD) It is a federally man-

dated agency charged with monitoring air pollution in the Bay Area, commenting on the probable

air quahty impacts of major developments, and assisting in the attainment of clean air standards

In 1987, the BayArea failed to attam the clean air standards of the federal Clean Air Act, which were

tightened further in 1990 amendments More importantly though, in order to meet the even stricter

1988 California Clean Air Act by 1997, the Bay Area will have to reduce mobile emissions an addi-

tional 25 tons per day beyond the requirements of the federal Clean Air Act and its amendments

(MTC, 1989 2) MTC’s program to do so and a number of related issues are described in detail

in Chap~ er 5

There are also a number of smaller organizations concerned with planning in the Bay Area

The Bay Area Council (BAC) monitors local econormc trends for municipahtles and businesses, 

well as researching problems related to jobs-housing imbalances and municipal fiscal pohcies The

Bay Conservation and Development Commission (BCDC) regulates development within the Bay

itself and around its immediate shorehne The Greenbelt Alliance and the Sierra Club are also active

in maintaining environmental quahty in the Bay Area

Rhezn-MamRegzon Germany has what could be called a cooperative form of planning Local

municipalities have avery high degree of land use control, although mumcipal planning must also be

in confoJ:mance with the plans and programs of admimstrative units above the mumcipahty, of which

there are many Germany has a federalist systems of government, with most legislative decisions

made at the national (Bund) and state (Land) levels, and administration left mainly to the state and

murucipal (Gemeznde) levels, with the latter also hawng a very high degree of autonomy The murttci-

pahties ~ re divided into those belonging to a county (Landkrezsangehorzge) and those not belonging

to a county (Kreisfrezstadte), the latter being cities large enough to be considered autonomous units

Between the state and county levels may also be an administrative district (Regierungsbezzrk) and/or

a regional planning agency, both of which are created by the state to coordinate development in the

region The tasks of land use planning are outlined at the national level, turned into plans and pro-

grams at the state level, and increasingly detailed to the municipal level Each level of plans must

comply with those in the level above it It Is at the municipal level that plans are actuahzed through

preparatory land use plans (Flachennutzungsplane) and binding land use plans (Bebauungsplane)

Except for some housing and recreation fac~hties, development is left to the private sector, which

must obtain a bmldmg permit (Baugenehmigungsverfahren) from the mumcipahty before develop~

ment can take piace
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In contrast, almost all transportation facilities in Germany are pubhcly built and operated

For this Jreason, their development is subject to less autonomous control than that which occurs with

land use Highways are subject to special planning controls at the federal level, and are primarily

developed and maintained by federal and state transportation agencies, with some input by lower

authorities Other roadways are developed and maintained mamly by state and mumcipal authorities

The planning, financing, construction, and operation of Germany’s railways and highways is con-

trolled by the Federal Ministry of Transport (Bundesmznisterzumfur Verkehr), in cooperation with

state and municipal authorities The intercity rail system -- including services within highly urbanized

areas, su~ch as the S-Bahn --are officially under the control of the Federal Railways (Deutsche Bundes-

hahn) Intracity rail --U-Bahn and tramways systems -- Is under the control ofmunicipaI authormes

Bus services, while regulated by local municipal authorities, are usually provided by private opera-

tors However, in highly urbanized areas, transportation federations are often formed to improve

transit service and standardize ticketing, such as theFrankfurterVerkehrsverbund (FVV) in Frankfurt

These federations are formed through cooperative agreements between the above-noted groups, often

involving very comphcated procedures to pool financial resources and sharp conflicts over competing

services It should be noted that the provision of transit and automobile transportation networks is an

integral part ofplanmng and development from the federal to mumcipallevels Both transit and auto-

mobile networks are considered mandatory for the economic and social development of the country,

Although regional planning agencies are nothing new in Germany, with the Szedlungsver-

bandR~hrkohlenbezzrk (SVR) in the Ruhr industrial area dating back to 1920, they are increasing 

number and control Frankfurt and its surroundings are encompassed by the UmlandverbandFrank-

furt (UVb), a regional planning agency conststmg of 43 mumcipahues in 6 counties (Kreise), covering

an area over 575 square miles (1,400 sq kin) and home to a population of over 1 5 mtlhon It was

formed in 1975 by the state of Hessen with the task of overseeing the orderly development of its

territory and the provision of necessary infrastructure and services therein The UVF consists of

two major bodies, a parliament (Verbandstag) and a mumcipal association The parhament’s 105

men~bel-s are elected directly by Cltmens of its territory, they internally elect an executive committee

(VerbandsausschuJ~) of five members The municipal association’s (Gemezndekammer) 43 mem-

bers are selected by the local municipahues to represent them Each of the 34 member munictpah-

ties provides approximately $8 40 (14 DM) annually for each person hying in its areas to support

UVF activities, totalling approximately $12 5 (21 0 DM) million annually (Bleber 1992b)

The goal of the UVF is the coordlnauon and support of orderly development in its territory

Its primary task is the preparation of a land use plan (Flachennutzungsplan) for the entire region,

prepared in cooperation with the members of the UVF municipal association The land use plan ts

intended to control migration out of the center of the region (Frankfurt) and to link development 

the surrounding areas with regional plans (Umlandverband Frankfurt, 1984 35) The most recent
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version of the land use plan was prepared m 1985 and adopted by the UVF parhament in 1987,

thereby makang l~ legally binding Since that ume numerous changes have been made, requmng

lengthy procedures Of almost equal importance Is the preparauon of a general transportation plan

(Generalverteebrsplan), prepared concurrent to the land use plan Although quate detaded and con-

sidered ~tal to the orderly development of the reglon, the general transportation plan as non-binding

Or,Ay the land required for road and rail corridors adenufied in the land use plan must be provided

by local munlcapalmes The UVF also does not contrabute toward the construcuon or operauon of

any transportauon facdmes However, as both the land use and general transportauon plans were

prepared by the UVF in cooperation with the mumcipahties and other agencies provadmg services

within the region, they are largely respected (Bleber, 1992b) Taken together, the two plans are

intended to channel development into and around already urbamzed areas, and to ensure that these

areas have adequate auto and transzt transportauon servaces The UVF also has a number of other

tasks, including the foUowmg the preparauon of an open-space plan (Landscloaftsplan), coopera-

uon wath other authormes on the planning of transit services, the proves,on of fresh water and treat-

ment of waste water, regional waste d~sposal, envaronmental protecuon, economac development

and business locauon assistance, and the development and maintenance of recreauonal fac~htles

(UmlandverbandFranlefurt, 1986 61)

R~gzon Ile-de-France Traditionally, France had a highly centrahzed form of government

through the d~partements-- originally 89 m number, now 100-- into which the country was divided

at the ume of the French Revolution, and whach were admmastered by seruor officials of the nauonal

government This remained the system when the departmental map of the Paras region was redrawn

m the mid- 1960s to produce eight new d~partements, one of which was the City of Pans atself Super-

Imposed upon this, as part of the system of nauonal economic planning whach was progressively

developed after World War II, was a regional planmng orgamzauon (originally called theR~gzon

Par~szenne, laterR~g~on Ile-de-France) wath an advisory councd and a bureaucrauc structure, which

was charged wath development and amplementauon of the 1965 plan, at as one of a system of plan-

ning regJ ons (originally 21, now 26) covering the whole of France Under the reforms implemented

by Presadent Mmerrand m the early 1980s, the regaonal councils (Consezls R~gzonals)-- hke the

d~partements and lower-level communes, 1,281 of them in the Pans region-- are dlrectly elected,

since they command a cons,derable budget, they an effect form a new level of government an France,

sxmalar to (though not consutuuonally ldenucal to) the German Lander The total budget of the

ConsezlR~gional for the Ile-de-France regzon an 1991 was 10 6 mdhon French francs, double the slze

m real teJmas of the 1984 budget, 34 percent was spent on transportauon However, a strong continu-

ing central government level ~s ensured by the fact that the State is represented by a Regaonal Pr6fet

at regional level and by a Pr6fet at local level, the former also serves as a departmental Pr6fet, m this

case for l:he D~partement of Paras (London Research Centre, 1992 15, 17-18, 22)
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Public transport in the region is the responsiblhty of two public organizations, the R~gze

Autonome des TransportsParts~ens (RATP), formed in 1948, which operates the M6tro and the buses,

originally inside Parts but now across a much wider area of some 463 square miles with a total popu-

’,,atlon of 7 2 million, and the Socz~t~ Natzonale des Chemins de Fer Franvaises (SNCF), responsible

l:or 797 miles of commuter hnes Both these are state orgamzatlons, there is also a muluphcity of

:small private bus companies serwng the penphery of the region, carrying some 6 percent of all

~:ravellers (London Research Centre, 1992 36-37) RATP and SNCF have an interesting shared

responsiblhty for the RER, with some hnes under the control of one organization and others under

the other In effect, however, the two orgamzations operate the system as a kind of seamless web, with

common ticket arrangements including the very popular reduced-price travel card (Carte Orange),

mtroduced in the early 1980s, which provides unhmited travel within the zones of purchase

Planning of the national motorway system is in charge of the national Ministry of Transporta-

non However, within the region, road plans (as well as pubhc transport plans) form part of the 25-

year strategic plan (Schema Directeur, which Is the responsibility of the State), a new plan, supersed-

ing the 1976 version, was due to be approved in 1992 On this basis, the State and Region then

enter into a reciprocal undertakang (Contrat de Plan) on their loint action for a five-year planning

period, currently 1989-93, representing total mvestment of FF 26 3 bllhon, 81 percent Is devoted

to developing the network, within this, the state takes responsibihty for promoting all freeways

(London Research Centre, 1992 27)

Summ~ag Up

The three study areas present an interesting combination of sitmlaritles and differences,

highly relavant for our study All three are multi-mllhon metropolitan areas which have shown

economic dynamism and rapid expansion in the post-World War II era, all three have complex

cooperauve arrangements for land use and transportation planning, albeit more formahzed and

highly coordinated in the two European cases, all three have invested heavily both in highways and

(especially during the 1970s and 1980s) in advanced rapid transit Two of the three, the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area and the Rhem-Mam area, are polycentnc urban regions whmh have developed from

multiple urban cores, the third, Pans, Is in contrast traditionally unicentric, but has made a major

effort to develop a planned polycentnc form through the construction of new towns and suburban

nodes during the last quarter-century Further, all three cases have constructed new regional

express t all transit systems which seek to link the different urban nodes within their regions, thus

potentiatly creating a transl~-based polycentric form Consequently, all three appear to be suitable

for the kmd of comparauve analysis we wish to undertake

The differences are relevant also As already noticed, the San Francisco Bay Area devel-

oped a very high degree of automobile dependence from the 1920s, much earher than the two
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Europe,~n areas It suburbamzed very rapidly and widely on the basis of auto access during the

1950s and 1960s, and this was accompamed by the creation of thousands of new suburban lobs m

the new suburbs, especially an the South Bay (Slhcon Valley) and East Bay The transit revaval

came only from the early 1970s, at a time when the automobile-based pattern was already set It

also has a much weaker regional planmng and admlmstrauve structure than the two European

areas, essentially dependent on voluntary cooperauon, and very much ad hoc Unlike many other

major American metropolitan areas, the Bay Area does not even have a single regional transit

agency In ~mportant respects, therefore, it provides an 1deal "control" case for comparison with

the two European case studies

The differences between Rhem-Mam and Ile-de-France are minor m comparison w~th the

contrasl s they both present as against the Bay Area Perhaps the most Important is that Rhem-

Mare’s governmental and ~tdmlmstrauve arrangements erast within a federal structure, slrmlar to

that of the United States They are comphcated by the fact that-- unlike the Bay Area, but rather

lake the Tn-State New York-Northern New Jersey-Connecticut reglon-- responslbllaues are splat

among three of the Federal states (Lander) Thus, funding for important parts of the transportanon

budget comes from three d~fferent sources, and It has proved ~mposs~ble to create a true reglon-w~de

authority for publac transportation the Umlandverband, as earher explained, covers only that

part of the region within the state of Hessen The Ile-de-France region, despite the fact that ~t Is

divided into no less than e~ght d(partements, is m contrast totally coordinated though the regional

apparatus, which m turn exists m close articulation with agencies of the central government In this

regard, Rhem-Mam occupies an inten’ned~ate position between the Bay Area and Ile-de-France
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3. HYPOTHESES AND DATA

Hypotheses

This study started by developing a hmited number of basic hypotheses based on a prehnunary

appreciation of the trends that appeared to be occurring m advanced industrial cities worldwide

1 Population and employment have dispersed out of cities to surrounding suburban areas

2: In consequence, circumferential (suburb-suburb) and reverse (city-suburb) commuting

has Increased significantly in relation to the traditional suburb-city movements

3 Automobile use is particularly high for these ctrcumferennal and reverse commuting
movements, since transit services concentrate upon providing radial service between

the regional urban center and surrounding areas, and neglect other movements, par-
ticularly circumferential ones

4 New planning restitutions and processes, and novel transportation technologies, would

need to be developed in order to alleviate growing corm’nuter congestion, especially of

the non-traditional types

Methodology

As with any time-series, cross-national study, consistent data has proved elusive and occasion-

ally reqmred slgmficant processing The following paragraphs describe the time periods, areas, and

variables used in this study and the techniques used to obtain consistency Unless otherwise noted,

the same variable definitions and/or computation techmques were apphed across all three areas

Tzme Period

The two decades between 1970 and 1990 form the general tame period of the study, but

there are’ variations between areas because of the availablhty of census data The avallablhty of

commuter origin and destination matrices was a particularly important constraint In the Bay

Area, although the most recent U S census was in 1990, data are only begmmng to appear, and

commuter matrices will not be available until 1992-3 Therefore, data from the 1970 and 1980

censuses had to be used The most recent data is from the P, hein-Mam Region, where the 1970

and 1987 German census data allowed a long time period for comparison In the lie-de-France,

data frona the 1975 and 1982 censuses was used, together with supplemental data from a travel

survey conducted by the region’s planning institute

Areas and Categomzatzon

Each of the three areas covers the majority, if not the whole, of the commute field of the urban

centers located thereto (Figures 1, 2, 3) For aggregation and presentation of the data, sub-areas

within the study areas were classified as crees, Inner-suburbs, or outer-suburbs on the basis ofgener-
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ally accepted classifications made by local planners, and/or population and employment densities

Attempts to use a single density criterion across all three areas finally proved impossible due to the

wide range m population and employment densities between them

In the Bay Area, the study area covers the rune counties which surround the San Francisco

Bay, with an area of over 6,400 square miles (17,800 sq km) Figures for the cities of Oakland and

San Jose were separated from those of their surrounding counties, Alameda and Santa Clara,

respectively, except for commutmg by mode where the data did not permit this Three sub-areas

are classified as cities, four as inner-suburbs, and four as outer-suburbs These classifications were

made oil the basis of density

In the Rhine-Mare Region, the study area extends over some 1,516 square miles (3,929 sq

kin) wit]am an approximate radius of some 30 miles from central Frankfurt Although it includes

eleven sub-areas in two states (Hessen and Rhemland-Pfalz), it does not cover the entire commuter

field as originally planned This is because of sigmficant border changes which occurred between

1970 and 1987, making data for some sub-areas irreconcilable In addition, the city of Aschaffen-

burg, which can be considered part of the area’s commuter field, is in a third state (Bayern) with

different data classification techniques from the other two states, thereby making it impossible to

include in the study Of the eleven sub-areas which are analyzable, five are cities, three inner-

suburbs, and three outer-suburbs Classifications were made on the basis of density and consulta-

tion with local planmng authorities

In the Ile-de-France Region, the study area covers over 4,100 square miles (11,500 sq km)

The classification of Paris as the only city, surrounded by three tuner-suburbs and four outer-suburbs,

was made on the basis of classifications commonly used by planning and statistical orgamzations

within the region, who distinguish the "Little Ring" (petite couronne) and "Big Ring" (grande

couronr,,e) Density figures confirm that this approach is soundly based

Vamabk,s and Computations

The variables (population, employment, automobile ownership, commuters) were com-

puted from census data from each of the three study areas This data was obtained at the most

detailed level possible from census pubhcations or the statistical agencies responsible The data

was then computed at the desired level of analysis

I’opulatzon is the number of persons who identified the area as their permanent place of

residence In the Ile-de-France Region, population was computed from the Canton level, which

were then totaled to the d~partement level (France, Recensement, 1982) In San Francisco,

population figures were provided by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC) at the

superdistrict level used in the rune-county Bay Area by MTC for traffic analysis, whmh were then

totaled to the county level (Metropolitan Transportation Commission, 1990a) In the Rhem-Mam
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Region, population (Bevolkerung) figures were provided at the mumcipal (Gemeznde) level by the

statistical offices of the states of Hessen and Rhemland-Pfalz, which were then totaled to the county

(Krezs) level (Hesslsches Statlstlsches Landesamt, 1991, 1992, Rhemland-PfaLz Stattsttches Landes-

amt, 1991)

Employment is the number of persons identifying the area as their primary place of work

This definmon is the same as the number of employed persons lmng in an area, tlunus the number

of persons commuting out of the area, plus the number of persons commuting into the area Com-

muter movements are counted only from the primary place of residence to the primary place of

emplo3nrlent, including movements internal to an area This definition avoids double-counting of per-

sons with muluple lobs It does not, however, distinguish between full- and part-time employment

In the Bay Area, employment is the total number of persons commuting into and within an

area, including commuters or,gmatmg outside of the study area Figures were provided at the

superdtstrmt level by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (1991a) and totaled to the

sub-area level

In the Rhem-Mam Region, employment at the place of work (Erwerbstatzge am Arbeztsort)

is the number of employed persons hvmg m an area (Erwerbstatzge am Wobnort), minus the num-

ber of commuters out of the area (Berufsauspendler), plus the number of commuters into the area

(Berufseznpendler) Commuters into the study area may originate from outside of the study area

These figures also include employed students Although the number of employed persons not

mcludm:g students is available for an area, commuter matrices without students are not There-

fore, for reasons of consistency, they were left in the employment calculations The number of

student,, included in the employment figure averages 25 percent

In the Ile-de-France, employment is the sum of commuter movements into and within a

d~partement from d~partements in the study area However, it does not include commuters from

outside of the study area The figures are from the Institut National de la Statistique et des Etudes

Economlques (1985), and are based on the 1975 and 1982 censuses It should be noted that there are

shght variations between the 1975 figures and the original census figures the regional total varies by

O 02 percent from the original census data, with d~partement levelvariations of- 1 3 percent to 2 0 per-

cent This appears to be due to the subsequent reclassification of some origins and destinations

Automobile ownershzp is the number of prwately owned and registered motor vehicles

(mcludllag automobiles and hght trucks, vans, and buses, but excluding motorcycles, mopeds, and

heavy t~acks, vans, and buses) Figures for the Bay Area are available only at the county level, pre-

venting 1,he separation of the cities of Oakland and San Jose from the counties of Alameda and Santa

Clara, respectively The figures were supplied by the Metropolitan Transportation Commission

(1991b) The figures for the P, hein-Mam Region were provided by the state statistical offices at the
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county (Kreis) level (Hesstsches Statistisches Landesamt, 1991, Rhemland-Pfalz Stattstlches Landes-

amt, 1991) The figures for the Ile-de-France Region are from DREIF (1988)

Commuters are persons travelling from their primary place of residence to their primary

place of employment Figures are derived from census data giving each person a single origin and

destination pair Therefore, it does not include trips to multiple places of work Commuter matrices

are only for flows within the study areas, thus excluding flows from origins from outside the study

area to destmauons m the study areas, and vice-versa Mode Is broken into private (drivers and

passengers) and transit (bus and rail)

In the Bay Area, commuter data was provided at the superdistrtct level by the Metropolitan

Transportation Commission, which was then aggregated to the city and county level (1991a) The

commu~ er data from the Rhem-Mam Region have a number of peculiarities First, the 1970 commu-

ter data for Hessen were not converted to the new borders and areas which were formed after the

1970 census was taken As a result, the only 1970 commuter data comparable with the 1987 data

Is that contained In a dissertation by a German geographer, who painstakingly reconstructed the

1970 data at the county (Krezs) level (Otto 1979) This is the reason why a number of other coun-

ties which are also in the Rhem-Mam Region are not Included in the study (Darmstadt-Dieburg Lkr,

Rhemgau-Taunus-Kreis Lkr, Hochtaunus Lkr ) It also explains why no mode data for 1976 are availa-

ble The 1987 commuter data was provided at the municipal level (Gemeznde) and summed to the

county level (Hessisches Staususches Landesamt, 1991, 1992, Rheinland-PfaLz Stattsuches Landes-

amt, 1991, 1992) Second, due to privacy laws In Germany, commuter flows of less than 10 persons

between mumclpahttes are aggregated into a "left over" (Uebrige) category, making it impossible to

include them in the matrix Th~s is estimated to have reduced the flows in the matrices by approxi-

mately 1 percent Third, flows internal to a county by mode are available only in two separate forms,

both of which do not sum to the true Internal commuter total In the first form, figures are available

only for those flows between municipalities within a county, but do not Include those internal to a

municipality In the second form, the flows between parts of a municipality are available, but not

for withm parts of a municlpahty Therefore, the 1987 commuter flow totals, in Tables 7 and 8

(Chapter 4), do not represent the sums of the mode totals in Tables 9 and 10 Repeated attempts

to obtain from Hessen the complete 1987 matrix by mode met with no success

In the Ile-de-France Region, total commuter flows were available at the d~partement level

based on slightly modified census data from the Institut National de la Stausuque et des Etudes

Economtques (INSEE, 1985) The 1975 flow total has been adjusted less than 0 1 percent and the

mdivldual d~partement level flows have been adjusted between -1 3 percent and 2 0 percent from

the originally reported figures (INSEE, 1977) Mode data Is based on surveys taken by INSEE 

parallel 1 o the census The mode figures for the early time period are based on a 1976 survey

designed to approximate the 1975 census (Merlin, 1982) The 1982 mode figures are based on the
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1982 Census (DREIF, 1990) Unfortunately, neither source reports flows under 10,000 persons,

resultm8 in the large difference in total between Table 7 or 8 and Table 9 or I0

These data hmltanons should of course be borne m mind when reading the analys~s of

results m Chapter 4 They are parttcularly amportant for Germany, where the commuting data

include students, and are also not completely reconcilable as between overall totals and the modal

breakdown Nevertheless, ~t ts not felt that these hmatauons are so serious that they vatlate the

enure comparison
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4. PROCESSES OF URBAN CHANGE

In this chapter, we present the key results from our analysis of the data bases for the three

study areas over the study period (for San Francisco Bay Area, 1970-80, for Rhem-Mam, 1970-87,

for Ile-de-France, 1975-82) They are presented In Tables 1-12, the chapter forms a commentary

on these

Population (Tables 1 and 2)

The first finding is that all three areas were exhzbztzng marked decentrahzatzon of popula-

tion However, they started from different points in this process The San Francisco Bay Area in

1970 was already a markedly suburbamzed region 71 percent of its population lived outside central

cities, wltth a particular concentration (nearly 57 percent) In the inner suburbs of the East and South

Bay In consequence, its rate of subsequent suburbamzation was lower than that of the other two

areas by 1980, over 75 percent of the population was suburban, with the 4 percent shift about

equally divided between tuner and outer suburbs In absolute terms, however, the trmer suburbs

gained more than twice as many people as the more remote ones

~em-Mam presents a stark contrast in 1970, nearly 54 percent of its population lived in

its five central cities Over the following 17 years, this proportion fell back by nearly 5 percent

Again, the corresponding gains were dlvaded somewhat unequally between an tuner ring of sub-

urbs, which took about three-fifths of the growth, and the more distant suburbs

In the Ile-de-France region, as a result of a long continued out-movement, the City of Paris

already accounted for only" just under 31 percent of the regional total in 1975, this fell back by 2 6

percent m the following seven years Interestingly, here the inner suburbs also lost absolutely and

in share The big gains went to the outer ring of suburbs, which increased by nearly 400,000 people

or over ].2 percent, and gained 3 8 percent in share This starthng difference can be attributed in

large measure to the five new towns, all of which were located in the outer ring Interestingly, the

lowest rates of increase in the outer ring were in Essonne, the southern d~partement, which con-

tained a new town (Evry) that was somewhat slower to take off than some of the others

The figures for densities in Table 2 are also of interest The Bay Area has a somewhat even

gradient of population, with densities dropping from the 4,500-7,000 per-square-mile range in the

cities to ~roughly 900-1,300 in the inner suburbs, and decentralization was causing these differ-

ences to narrow somewhat during the 1970s, the outer suburbs remained in the range below 500

to the square mile The Rhem-Mam area was essentially quite similar, with city densities ranging

from over 6,000 in Frankfurt to as low as 2,900 in Darmstadt, the main difference is that suburban

densities, in both inner and outer suburbs, were notably higher (1,300-2,300 in the inner suburbs,

600-1,000 In the outer suburbs)
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Table 1. Population: Absolute.

(A) Bay Area.
Change

Cmtles 1970 1980 Absolute %
San Francisco 712,909 678,974 -33,935 -4 8%
Oakland 411,414 386,147 -25,267 -6 1%
San Jose 461,212 712,080 250,868 54 4%

Subtotal 1,585,535 1,777,201 191,666 12 1%
Inner-Suburbs
San Mateo 555 822 587,329 31,507 5 7%
Alameda (excl Oakland) 656,720 719,232 62,512 9 5%
Contra Costa 556,589 656,380 99,791 17 9%
Santa Clara (excl San Jose) 858,100 1,080,678 222,578 25 9%

Subtotal 2.627 231 3,043,619 416,388 15 8%
Outer-Suburbs
Marm 205,982 222 568 16,586 8 1%
Solano 168,507 235,203 66,696 39 6%
Sonoma 204,885 299,681 94 796 46 3%
Napa 79,140 99,199 20,059 25 3%

Subtotal 658,514 856,651 198,137 30 1%
All Suburbs 3 285,745 3,900,270 614,525 18 7%
Regtonal Total 4,871,280 5, 677,471 806,191 16 5%

Rate
-0 5%
-0 6%
4 3%
1 1%

0 6%
0 9%
1 6%
23%
1 5%

0 8%
3 3%
3 8%
23%
2 6%
1 7%
1 5%

(B) Rhein-Main Region,
Change

Ctttes I970 1987 Absolute % Rate
Frankfurt am Mam 699,297 621,377 -77,920 -I 1 1% -0 7%
Offenbach am Mam 117,306 111,393 -5,913 -5 0% -0 3%
Mamz 172,195 172,529 334 0 2% 0 0%
Wiesbaden 261,864 251,982 -9,882 -3 8% -0 2%
Darmstadt 143 451 135,784 -7,667 -5 3% -0 3%

Subtotal 1,394,i13 1,293,065 -101,048 -7 2% -0 4%
Inner-Suburbs
Mam-Taunus-Krets 164,587 199,710 35,123
Offenbach 261,979 301,142 39,163
Gross-Gerau 213,589 227,158 13,569

Subtotal 640,155 728, O l 0 87, 855
Outer-Suburbs

21 3%
14 9%
6 4%

13 7%

Hochtaunuskrets 172,023 202 24q 30,226 17 6%
Mamz-Bmgen-Krels 151,274 163,836 12,562 8 3%
Wetteraukrels 232,115 250,273 18,158 7 8%

Subtotal 555,412 616,358 60,946 11 0%
All Suburbs 1,195,567 1,344,368 148,801 124%
Regtonal Total 2,589,680 2,637,433 47 753 1 8%

11%
0 8%
0 4%
O8%

! 0%
0 5%
0 4%
0 6%
0 7%
01%

(C) Iie-de-France Region.
Change

Cl~ 1975 1982 Absolute
Paris 2,299 830 2,176,243 -123,587
Inner-Suburbs

½
-5 4%

Hauts-de-Seme 587,147 561,020 -26,127 -4 4%
Seine-St -Dents 781,018 804,744 23,726 3 0%
Val-de-Mame 627,254 607,565 -19,689 -3 1%

Subtotal 1,995,419 1,973,329 -22,090 -1 1%
Outer-Suburbs
Seme-et-Mame 639,291 765,264 125,973 19 7%
Yvehnes 913 076 1,029,698 116,622 12 8%
Essonne 922,968 987,817 64,849 7 0%
Val-d’Otse 683,026 771,511 88,485 13 0%

Subtotal 3,158,361 3,554,290 395,929 12 5%
All Suburbs 5,153, 780 5,527,619 373,839 7 3°./0
Regtonal Total 7,453,610 7, 703,862 250,252 3 4%

Rate
-0 8%

-0 7%
0 4%
-0 5%
-0 2%

2 6%
1 7%
1 0%
1 7%
1 7%
1 0%
05%

Sources1 N S 1 E, 1982, M T C, 1991a, Hesstsehes Stattstlsches Landesamt, 1992,
Rhemland-Plhlz Stat~sttsches Landesamt, 1991
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Table 2. Population: Share & Density.

(A) Bay Area.
Share Denslt~/sqml

Or,e!, 197.._...00 i 98._.....O0ChaCO.Egg 1970
San Francisco 146% 120% -27% I5,364
Oakland 84% 68% -16% 7,633
San Jose 95% 125% 31% 2,919

Subtotal 325% 313% -12% 6,138
Inner-Suburbs
San Mateo 11 4% 10 3% -1 1% 1,243
Alameda (excl Oakland) 13 5% 12 7% -0 8°,/0 963
Contra Costa 11 4% 11 6% 0 1% 762
Santa Clara (excl San Jose) 17 6% 19 0% 1 4% 756

Subtotal 53 9% 53 6% -0 3% 877
Outer-Suburbs
Marm 4 2% 3 9% -0 3% 394
Solano 3 5% 4 1% 0 7% 202
Sonoma 4 2% 5 3% 1 1% 128
Napa 1 6% 1 7% 0 I% 106

Subtotal 13 5% 15 1% 1 6% 178
All Suburbs 67 5% 68 7% l 2% 490
Regmnal Total 100 0% 100 0% 700

1980
14,633
7,164
4,507
6,880

1,314
1,055

899
952

1,017

426
282
187
133
231
582
816

-731
-469

1,588
742

70
92
137
196
139

32
80
59
27
53
92
116

46
54
158

258

447
682
730

1135
2, 994

523
834

1,604
744

3, 705
6,699
6,957

(B) Rhem-Mam Region.
Share Denslty/sqml

Cttles 1970 1987 Change 1970
Frankfart am Ivlam 270% 236% -34% 7,276
Offenbach am Main 45% 42% -03°,/0 6,753
Mamz 66% 65% -01% 4564
Wiesbaden I0 1% 9 6% -0 6% 3,326
Darmsladt 5 5% 5 1% -0 4% 3,046

Subtotal 53 8% 49 0% -4 8% 5,032
inner-Suburbs
Mam-1 aunus-Krels 6 4% 7 6% 1 2% 1,929
Offenbach 10 1% 11 4% 1 3% 1,956
Gross-Gerau 8 2% 8 6% 0 4% 1,221

5,~btotal 24 7% 27 6% 2 9% 1,624
Outer-’,Suburbs
Hochta’anuskrels 6 6% 7 7% 1 0% 927
Mamz-]bmgen-Krels 5 8% 6 2% 0 4% 647
Wetter~ukrets 9 0% 9 5% 0 5% 545

Subtotal 21 4% 23 4% l 9% 657
A/1 Suburbs 46 2% 51 0% 4 8% 965
Regwnal Total 100 0% 100 0% 1,708

198..__.~7
6,465
6,413
4,573
3,200
2,883
4,667

2,341
2,248
1,299
1,847

1,089
701
588
729

1,085
1,739

Change
-811
-340

9
-125
-163
-365

412
292
78

223

163
54
43
72
120
31

96
17
38
79
47

277

85
134
I75
394

186
234
426
845

1,239
1,516

(C) Ile-de-France Regmn.
Share Denslty/sqmt

1.975 I982 ~ 197_..~5
Parts 30 9% 28 2% -2 6% 56,529
Inner-Suburbs

1982
53,491

tlauts-de-Seme 7 9% 7 3% -0 6% 18 098 17,292
Seme-5;t -Dents 10 5% 10 4% 0 0% 11,873 12,234
Val-de-Mame 8 4% 7 9% -0 5% 9,570 9,270

Subtotal 26 8% 25 6% -1 2% 12,185 12,050
Outer-S ubu rbs
Seme-et-Mame 8 6% 9 9% 1 4% 282
Yvehne,, 12 3% 13 4% 1 1% 1,077
Essonne 12 4% 12 8% 0 4% 1,325
Val-d’Otse 9 2% 10 0% 0 9% 1,450

Subtotal 42 4% 46 1% 3 8% 737
All Suburbs 69 1% 71 8% 2 6% 1,159
Regmnal Total 100 0% 100 0% 1,661

337
1,214
1,418
1638
830

1,243
1,716

-3,038

-805
361

-300
-135

56
138
93
188
92
84
56

Sqm~
41

32
66
66

164

2,268
848
696
471

4,284
~448
~488

Sources I N S E E, 1982, M T C, 1991a, HessJsches Statlsttsches Landesamt,1992, Rhemland-Pfal7
5~tattstlsches Landesamt, 1991
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The lie-de-France region is quite anomalous Densities in the City of Paris, though falling

over the’ period, remained in 1982 at over 50,000 to the square mile-- some six to ten times higher

than CltJtes in the other two study areas Even tuner-suburban densities tended to be higher than

city densities elsewhere, in the 9,000-17,000 range, indeed, had an mvariant density criterion been

used to make the division, all the Paris inner suburbs would have been classed in the "clty" category

Correspondingly, there is a very sharp fall in the density between the inner and the outer suburbs,

the latter showvalues comparable to the other two study areas (300-1,600 per square mile), though

because of the new towns program they were exhibiting sharp increases over the seven-year period

Employment (Tables 3 and 4)

The second main study finding is that all three areas were decentrahzzng employment zn

paralle2’wzthpopulatzon However, m most cases this was relative rather than absolute decentrahza-

tion the cities’ share of regional employment was falling, even though in absolute numbers their

employment was increasing In the Bay Area, the cities increased their employment by some 142,000

or 19 percent during the 1970s, but the suburban employment explosion was such that their share

fell by 6 percent, from nearly 41 to just under 35 percent of the regional total In Rhem-Mam, the

cities increased their numbers of jobs more modestly by some 48,000, or 5 percent, over the longer

period 1970-87, again, because of suburban job growth, their share fell from over 68 to under 67

percent Ile-de-France, contrary to conventional impressions, actually had the lowest concentration

of employment in the central city just under 41 percent in 1975 It actually lost 135,000 jobs

(more than 7 percent) and its share fell by 2 6 percent over the following seven-year period

Within the suburbs, as between the three study areas, fortunes were more mixed The Bay

Area ha~,, an exceptionally strong concentration of employment in its inner suburbs, reflecting the

huge co:acentration in Sihcon Valley (Santa Clara County) and the outer employment centers of the

East Bay (Alameda and Contra Costa counties), with nearly 50 percent of regional jobs in 1970, they

added 453,000 during the subsequent decade but lost nearly 4 percent of share Here the outer sub-

urbs recorded an astomshmg 70 percent gain during the decade, but from a relatively small base,

increasing share from 10 to just over 12 percent In Rhem-Mam, the tuner suburbs gained a respecta-

ble 46,000 jobs from 1970 to 1987, a 20 percent increase, taking their share from 17 to 19 percent of

the regional total Here, uniquely, the outer suburbs barely gained employment and actually lost

share --a reflection of the fact, presumably, that they were still experiencing rural out-tmgration

Notable about Rhein-Mam, in comparison with the Bay Area, was that the overall regional

employment gain was much more modest a mere 104,000 jobs, or 8 percent, as against 722,000 or

nearly 40 percent over a much shorter time-span This California-European contrast is even more

heavily ~tnderhned for the Ile-de-France region, which somewhat astomshmgly lost employment over

the 1975-82 period, albeit marginally And this is reflected in overall population growth figures
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Table 3. Employment: Absolute.

(A) Bay Area.
Change

CJttes 1970 1980 Absolute %
San Franczsco 452,197 508,643 56,446 12 5%
Oakland 197 796 205,717 7,921 4 0%
San Jose 94,936 114,878 19,942 21 0%

Subtotal 744,929 829,238 84,309 11 3%
Inner-Suburbs
San Mateo 203,282 252,693 49,411 24 3%
Alameda (excl Oakland) 215,867 291,813 75 946 35 2%
Contra Costa 148,223 213,098 64,875 43 8%
Santa Clara (excl San Jose) 296,436 550,674 254,238 85 8%

Subtotal 863,808 1,308,278 444,470 51 5%
Outer-Suburbs
Marm 51,599 83,361 31,762 61 6%
Solano 61,062 83,745 22,683 37 1%
Sonoma 57,598 108,I98 50,600 87 9%
Napa 24.489 35,160 10,671 43 6%

Subtotal 194,748 310,464 115,716 59 4%
All Suburbs 1,058,556 1,618,742 560,I86 529%
Regional Total 1,803,485 2,447,980 644,495 35 7%

Rate
1 2%
0 4%
1 9%
11%

2 2%
3 0%
3 6%
6 2%
4 2%

4 8%
3 2%
6 3°./0
3 6%
4 7%
42%
31%

(B) Rhem-Mam Region.
Change

Cittes 1970 1987 Absolute % Ra t_......ge
Frankfurt am Mare 516,286 529,680 13,394 2 6% 0 2%
Offenbach am Mare 62,591 62,722 131 0 2% 0 0%
Mamz 97,735 112,883 15,148 15 5% 0 8%
Wiesbaden 132,629 140,150 7,521 5 7% 0 3%
Darmstadt 97,976 109,829 11,853 12 1% 0 7%

Subtotal 907,217 955,264 48,047 5 3% 0 3%
Inner-Suburbs
Mam-Taunus-Kre:s 47,557 66,158 18,601
Offenbach 90,424 I I 1 24I 20,817
Gross-Gerau 89,264 96,078 6,814

Subtotal 227, 245 273, 477 46, 232
Outer-Suburbs

39 1%
23 0%
7 6%

20 3%

Hochtaunuskrets 58~314 73,976 15,662 26 9%
Mamz-Bmgen-Krets 50,558 45,932 -4 626 -9 1%
Wetteraukrels 86 667 84,925 -1,742 -2 0%

Subtotal 195,539 204,833 9,294 4 8%
All Suburbs 422 784 478,310 55,526 13 1%
~egtonal Total 1,330,00l 1,433,574 103,573 7 8%

1 9%
1 2%
0 4%
1 1%

1 4%
-0 6%
-0 1%
0 3%
0 7%
04°.4

(C) Ile-de-France Region.

Change
City 197....~5 1982 Absolute
Paris 1,860,630 1,725,088 -135,542
Inner-Suburbs

-7 3%

Hauts-de-Seme 721,930 695,980 -25,950 -3 6%
Seine-St -Dems 461,835 449,364 -12.471 -2 7%
Val-de-Marne 427,670 430,816 3,146 0 7%

Subtotal 1,611,435 1,576 160 -35,275 -2 2%
Outer-Suburbs
Seme-et-Marne 245,520 271,264 25,744 10 5%
Yvehnes 364,590 392,220 27,630 7 6%
Essonne 260,035 303,832 43,797 16 8%
Val-d’Oise 220,885 253,336 32,451 14 7%

Subtotal 1,091,030 1,220,652 129,622 11 9%
All Suburbs 2, 702,465 Z 796,812 94,347 3 5%
Regtonal Total 4,563,095 4,521,900 -41,195 -0 9%

Rat.._...g
-I 1%

-0 5%
-0 4%
0 1%

-0 3%

l 4%
1 0%
2 2%
2 0%
1 6%
05%
-0 1%

,Sources

m

I N S E E, 1991, M T C, 1991a, Hess~sches Statlst~sches Landesamt, 1992,
RhemIand-Pfalz Statlsttsehes Landesamt, 1991
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Table 4. Employment:

(A) Bay Area.

Share & Density.

Share Denslty/sqml
C~tles 1970 1980 Cha.~ 1970 1980
San Francisco 251% 208% -43% 9,746 10,962
Oakland 110% 84% -26% 3,670 3,817
San Jose 53% 47% -06% 601 727

Subtotal 413% 339% -74% 2,884 3,210
Inner-Suburbs
San Mateo 113% I03% -09% 455 565
Alameda (excl Oakland) 120% 119% 00% 317 428
Conl~ra Costa 82% 87% 05% 203 292
Santa Clara (excl San Jose) 164% 225% 61% 261 485

Subtotal 479% 534% 55% 289 437
Outer-Suburbs
Marm 29% 34% 05% 99 159
Solaao 34% 34% 00% 73 100
Sonoma 3 2% 4 4% 1 2% 36 67
Napa 1 4% 1 4% 6 1% 33 47

Subtotal 10 8% 12 7% 1 9% 53 84
All Suburbs 58 7% 66 1% 7 4% 158 242
Regwnal Total 100 0% 100 0% 259 352

Change
1,217

147
I26
326

I1l
111
89

224
148

61
27
32
14
31
84
93

46
54
158
258

447
682
730

1,135
2, 994

523
834

1,604
744

3, 705
6, 699
6,957

(B) Rhein-Mam Region.
Share Denslty/sqml

Cthes 1970 1987 ~ 1970 1987
Frankfizrt am Main 388% 369% -19% 5,372 5,511
Offenbach am Main 47% 44% -03% 3,603 3,61 l
Mamz 73% 79% 05% 2,590 2,992
Wiesbaden 100% 98% -02% 1,684 1,780
Darrr,stadt 74% 77% 03% 2,081 2,332

Subtotal 682% 666% -16% 3,275 3,448
lnnel -Suburbs
Mam-Taunus-Krels 3 6% 4 6% 1 0% 557 776
Offer, bach 6 8% 7 8% 1 0% 675 831
Gross-Gerau 6 7% 6 7% 0 0% 510 549

Sub¢otal 17 1% 19 1% 2 0% 577 694
Outel,-Suburbs
Hoch~aunuskrels 4 4% 5 2% 0 8% 314 398
Mam,,-Bmgen-Krels 3 8% 3 2% -0 6% 216 196
Wetteraukrels 6 5% 5 9% -0 6% 204 199

Subtotal 14 7% 14 3% -0 4% 231 242
All Suburbs 31 8% 33 4% 1 6% 341 386
Regional Total 100 0% 100 0% 877 945

139
8

401
96
252
173

218
155
39
117

84
-20
-4

11
45
68

Sqm~
96
17
38
79
47

277

85
134
175
394

186
234
426
845

1,239
1,516

(C) lie-de-France Region.
Share Denslt3,/sqml

.~ 197.....55 [.982 ~ 197_.....55 1982
Paris 408% 381% -26% 45733 42,402
Inner Suburbs

Change
-3,332

FIauts de-Seine 158% 154% -04% 22,252 21,452 -800 32
Seine-St -Denis 101% 99% -02% 7,021 6831 -190 66
Val-d~-Marne 94% 95% 02% 6,525 6,573 48 66

Subtotal 353% 349% -05% 9,840 9,625 -215 164
Outer-Suburbs

11
33
63
69
30
21
-9

Seme-,et-Mame 54% 60% 06% I08 120
Yvehnes 80% 87% 07% 430 463
Essonne 57% 67% I 0% 373 436
Val-d’Oise 48% 56% 08% 469 538

Subtotal 239% 270% 31% 255 285
All Suburbs 59 2% 61 9% 2 6% 608 629
Regional Total 100 0% 100 0% 1,017 1,008

2,268
848
696
471

4284
4,448
4,488

Sources ! N S E E, 1991, M T C, 1991a, Hesslsehes Statlst~sches Landesamt, 1992, Rhemland-Pfalz
Statlstisches Landesamt, 1991
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563,000 or 12 percent for the Bay Area, against 48,000 or under 2 percent for Rhem-Mam, and

250,000 or almost 3 5 percent for Ile-de-France

Automobile Ownership (Tables 5 and 6)

The third finding, again in confirmation of our hypotheses, is that zn all three areas car

ownershzp was very rapidly zncreaszng, albezt from different startzng bases The overall regional

increases are impressive enough 32 percent (over 800,000) in the Bay Area, 94 percent (638,000)

over a longer period in Rhem-Mam, and 24 percent (675,000) in Ile-de-France The annual rate 

increase was reasonably consistent, at 2 8 percent in the Bay Area, 3 9 percent in Rhem-Mam, and

3 0 percent in lie-de-France

Some of the observable differences reflect catch-up from different starting points At the

start of lEhe study period, the overall ownership rate was already 542 autos per thousand people in

the BayArea, as agamst only 264 in Rhem-Mam and 381 m IIe-de-France By the end of it, the differ-

entials had narrowed quite markedly 639 in the Bay Area (m 1980), 501 in Rhem-Mam (1987),

and 456 in lie-de-France (1982) European metropohtan areas were becoming much more like

American ones in this critical respect

Equally notable, though somewhat more subtle, are internal differences in automobile diffu-

sion Here there are some remarkable anomahes The Bay Area, at both dates, exhibited a fairly

classic t]heoretical pattern in which ownership rates were somewhat lower in central cities than in

suburbs (521 against 577 m 1970, 603 against 692 m 1980) In Rhem-Mam the differences were

negligible in 1970 (263 against 254), but had appreciably widened out by 1987 (477 agamst 507)

Notable here are the huge suburban increases, representing almost a doubhng in both inner and

outer su~burbs

The true anomaly is Pans, where ownership in the congested city of Paris was much higher

at both dates than in the suburbs (527 against 316 in 1975, 580 against 407 in 1982) This presuma-

bly reflects much higher income levels in the city, together with large fleets of official and company

cars Notable, however, is the fact that the anomaly narrows quite sharply over the seven-year period,

as the suburbs show a much higher rate of growth in ownership rates (23 percent in the tuner sub-

urbs, no less than 34 percent m the outer suburbs including the new towns, against only 10 percent

in Pans)

The absolute numbers here are even more striking a mere 4 percent increase in the automo-

bile stock in the city of Pans, compared with 22 percent m the inner suburbs and no less than 51

percent in the outer suburbs As a result, despite its relauvely high ownership rate, Pans by 1982

had only 36 percent of the cars m the region, a fall of nearly 7 percent from the posmon seven years

previously Neither of the other two regions showed such a marked decentralization of the automo
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Table 5. Auto Ownership: Absolute.

(A) Bay Area.

Change
CBtles 1970 1980 Absolute %
San Francisco 320,600 303,200 -17,400 -54%
Alameda 566,t00 680,100 114,000 20 I%
Santa Clara 595,300 872700 277,400 466%

Subtotal 1,482,000 1,856,000 374,000 252%
Inner-Suburbs
San Mateo 334600 409,100 74,500 223%
Contra Costa 310,600 454,500 143,900 463%

Subtotal 645200 863,600 218,400 338%
Outer-Suburbs
Marm 116,300 161,900 45,600
Solano 91,700 150,200 58,500
Sonoma 122,600 210,600 88,000
Napa 45,300 66,600 21,300

Subtotal 375.900 589300 213, 400
AllSuburb~ 1,021,i00 1,452,900 431800
Total 2,503,100 3,308900 805,800

392%
638%
718%
470%
568%
423%
322%

Rate
-06%
18%
38%
23%

2 0%
3 8%
2 9%

33%
49%
54%
39%
45%
35%
28%

(B) Rhem-Mam Region.

Change
Cittes 197.._..O0 1987 Absolute

Frankfurt am Mare 187,039 294,857 107,818
Offenbach am Mare 30,589 50,697 20,108
Mamz 42,911 82,299 39,388
~Vtesbaden 66,643 124,233 57,590
Darmstadt 39,695 64110 24,415

Subtotal 366,877 616,196 249,319
][nner-Suburb~
Ivlam-Taunus-Kre~s 50,822 106,711 55,889
Offenbach 70,434 169,402 98,968
Gross-Gerau 53506 115,950 62,444

Subtotal 17,t, 762 392, 063 217, 30I
Outer-Suburb~
Hochtaunuskre~s 44,013 107,598 63,585
Mamz-B mgen-Krels 33,839 82,102 48,263
Wetteraukrets 63,168 123,012 59,844

Subtotal 141,020 312, 712 171,692
All Suburbs 315, 782 704, 775 388, 993
Regtonal Total 682,659 1,320,971 638.312

57 6%
65 7%
91 8%
86 4%
61 5%
68 0%

1100%
1405%
1167%
1243%

144 5%
142 6%
94 7%

121 8%
123 2%
93 5%

Rate

2 7%
3 0%
3 8%
3 7%
2 8%
31%

4 4%
5 2%
4 5%
4 8%

5 3%
5 2%
3 9%
4 7%
4 7%
3 9%

(C) lie-de-France Region.

Change
(~tl~’ 197___..$5 198_.22 Absolute

Paris 1,212,010 1,262,221 50,211
Inner-Suburbs
Hauts-de-Seme 228,406 282,193 53,793
Seine-St -Denis 260 079 329,140 69,061
Val-de-Marne 214,521 246,064 31,543

Subtotal 703,000 857,397 154,397
Outer-Suburbs
Seme-et-Marne 155,987 254,833 98,846
"~ vehnes 323,229 483,958 160,729
Essoune 275,967 388,212 112,245
Val-d’Olse 168,024 266,171 98,147

Subtotal 923,208 1,393,174 469,967
All Suburbs

1,626,208 2,250,572 624,364
Regtonal Total 2,838 218 3,512, 792 674,574

41%

23 6%
26 6%
14 7%

22 0%

63 4%
49 7%
40 7%
58 4%
50 9%
38 4%
23 8%

Rate

0 6%

3 0%
3 4%
2 0%
2 8%

7 0%
5 8%
4 9%
6 6%
5 9%
4 6%
3 0%

Sources XX, 19XX, M T C, 1991b, Hesslsches Statlstlsches Landesamt, 1991,
Rhemland-Pfalz Statistisches Landesamt, !991



Table 6. Auto Ownershxp: Share & Per Capnta.

(A) Bay Area.

Share /1000 Persons Change
C~tse,~ 1970 1980 Change 1970 1980 % Rate
San Francisco 128% 92% -36% 450 447 -07% -0 I%
Alameda 22 6% 20 6% -2 1% 530 615 16 1% 1 5%
Santa CJara 23 8% 26 4% 2 6% 451 487 7 9% 0 8%

Subtotal 59 2% 56 1% -3 I% 478 519 8 5% 0 8%
Inner-Suburbs
San Mateo 13 4% 12 4% -I 0% 602 697 15 7% I 5%
Contra Costa 12 4% 13 7% 1 3% 558 692 24 I% 2 2%

~ubtotal 25 8% 26 1% 0 3% 580 694 19 7% 1 8%
Outer -Suburbs
Marm 4 6% 4 9% 0 2% 565 727 28 8% 2 5%
Solano 3 7% 4 5% 0 9% 544 639 17 3% 1 6%
Sonor~a 4 9% 6 4% 1 5% 598 703 17 4% i 6%
Napa I 8% 2 0% 0 2% 572 671 17 3% 1 6%

Subtotal 15 0% 17 8% 2 8% 571 688 20 5% 1 9%
All Suburbs 40 8% 43 9% 3 i% 577 692 20 0% 1 8%
?’otal 100 0% 100 0% 514 583 13 4% 1 3%

(B) Rhem-Maln Regxon.

Share /1000 Persons Change
Cltle..___ss -" 197._._UU 19~7 ~ 197...UU 19~.._...7. ~ Rate

Frankiurt am Mare 274% 223% -51% 267 475 774% 34%
Offenbach am Mare 45% 38% -06% 261 455 745% 33%
Mamz 63% 62% -01% 249 477 914% 38%
W~esbaden 9 8% 9 4% -0 4% 254 493 93 7% 3 9%
Darmstadt 5 8% 4 9% -I 0% 277 472 70 6% 3 1%

Subtotal 53 7% 46 6% -7 1% 263 477 81 1% 3 5%
Inner-Suburbs
Mam-Taunus-Krexs 7 4% 8 1% 0 6% 309 534 73 0% 3 2%
Offenbach 10 3% 12 8% 2 5% 269 563 109 2% 4 3%
Gross-Gerau 7 8% 8 8% 0 9% 251 510 103 8% 4 2%

5ubtotal 25 6% 29 7% 4 1% 273 539 97 3% 4 0%
Outer-Suburbs
HochtaunuskreJs 6 4% 8 1% 1 7% 256 532 107 9% 4 3%
Mamz-Bmgen-Krezs 5 0% 6 2% I 3% 224 501 124 0% 4 7%
Wetteraukrels 9 3% 9 3% 0 1% 272 492 80 6% 3 5%

Subtotal 20 7% 23 7% 3 0% 254 507 99 8% 4 1%
All Suburbs 46 3% 53 4% 7 1% 264 524 98 5% 4 0%
Regtonal Total 100 0% 100 0% 264 501 90 0% 3 8%

(C) lie-de-France Region.

Share /1000 Persons Change
City 1 ~7.___~ 198....22 (_’hanRe 197...~5 19~2 % Rate
Parts 42 7% 35 9% -6 8% 527 580 10 1% 1 4%
Inner-Subnrb~
Hauts-dre-Seme 8 0% 8 0% 0 0% 389 503 29 3% 3 7%
Se,ne-St -Dems 9 2% 9 4% 0 2% 333 409 22 8% 2 9%
Val-de-Marne 7 6% 7 0% -0 6% 342 405 18 4% 2 4%

Subtotal 24 8% 24 4% -0 4% 352 434 23 3% 3 0%
Outer-Suburbs
Seme-e~-Marne 5 5% 7 3% I 8% 244 333 36 5% 4 4%
Yvehnes 11 4% 13 8% 2 4% 354 470 32 8% 4 0%
Essonn( 97% iI 1% 1 3% 299 393 31 4% 3 9%
Val-d’Olse 5 9% 7 6% 1 7% 246 345 40 2% 4 8%

S~,btotal 32 5% 39 7% 7 1% 292 392 34 1% 4 2%
All Suburbs 57 3% 64 1% 6 8% 316 407 29 0% 3 6%
R~gtonal Total 100 0% 100 0% 381 456 19 7% 2 6%

Sources XX, 19XX, M T C, 1991b, Hesslsches Statlstlsches Landesamt, 1991,
Rhemland-Pfalz Stat~stlsches Landesamt 1991



bile fleet in the Bay Area the cities accounted for 56 percent of the total an 1970, m Rhem-Mam

for nearly 47 percent m 1987

Commating (Tables 7 and 8)

Consistent with the decentralization of population and employment, as hypothesized, all

three ar,..as have shown a marked shzft away from tradztional suburb-to-center commuting pat-

terns, and toward reverse (center-to-suburb) and carcumferentzal (suburb-to-suburb) commutzng

This is best appreciated by referring first to the summary, Table 8 In the Bay Area m 1970, city-to-

city trip.,, (including trips within the same city) totalled 28 8 percent, and suburb-to-city trips 16 

percent, 45 0 percent tn all, the corresponding proportions for 1980 were 23 2, 15 9, and 39 1, an

overall fall m share of nearly 6 percentage points Reverse commuting rose marginally from 8 6 to

10 1 percent, whxle suburb-to-suburb commuting rose from 46 3 to 50 8 percent of total trips

In the Rhem-Mam area, corresponding to the much higher concentration of employment

in the crees, city-to-city (and within-city) trips made up 53 4 percent of all trips in 1970, falhng 

46 1 percent by 1987 This represented an absolute decline of 12 3 percent Suburb-to-city trips

accounted for 14 3 percent in 1970 and 18 6 percent m 1987, a rise of nearly one-third in absolute

terms Thus these "traditional" commuter lourneys accounted for 67 7 percent in 1970 and 64 7

percent ~n 1987 Reverse commuting made up a mere 1 5 percent m 1970 and 3 4 percent in 1987,

an increase of nearly 33 percent on a very small base, suburb-to-suburb trips rose by only 5 percent,

representing lust under 31 percent in 1970 and lust under 32 percent 17 years later It can de~initely

be concluded, therefore, that the suburbamzanon effect was much less noticeable tn Rhem-Mam

than m the Bay Area Further, total commute trips in Rhem-Mam increased by only 1 7 percent as

against 38 percent in the BayArea over a shorter time, the rate of increase was less than one-thirtieth

of that m the other area, a remarkable illustration of the different performances of the two urban

econom, es over the period

In relation to thiS stark contrast, the position m Ile-de-France is very interesting Here, over-

all commute trips actually declined marginally But within that almost-statm total, there was a

marked suburban shift Trips within the city declined from 19 9 to 17 3 percent of the total, repre-

senting .-.t fall in absolute terms of nearly 14 percent, suburb-to-city trips remained constant at 20 9

percent, but declined marginally in absolute terms, suburb-to-suburb commuting thus rose from

54 3 to 56 9 percent of the total, representing an increase of almost 4 percent in absolute terms

This shift almost certainly can be ascribed in large measure to the construction of the new towns,

which was proceeding apace during the 1975-82 period

~l he more detailed breakdown m Table 7 brings out some further points of interest In the

Bay Area, the most notable feature was a substantial increase in the number of commuting trips

within arid between outer suburbs, which increased m absolute terms by over 64 percent and from
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Table 7. Commuter Movements.
m

(A) Bay A rea.
1970 1980 Change

Orlgms/DestlmatJons Tota.__.._/IShare Total Share Absolute % Rate
Within Cities 436,823 27 2% 476 680 21 5% 39,857 9 1% 0 9%
Cities to Cities 26,749 1 7% 37,034 1 7% 10,285 38 5% 3 3%
CtUes to lnnel,-Suburbs 135,631 8 4% 219,829 9 9% 84,198 62 1% 4 8%
Cities to Outer-Suburbs 2,881 0 2% 4,595 0 2% 1,714 59 5% 4 7%
W~thm Inner-Suburbs 333,827 20 8% 451,284 20 3% 117,457 35 2% 3 0%
Inner-suburbs to Cities 222,889 13 9% 300,492 13 5% 77,603 34 8% 3 0%
Inner-suburbs to Inner-suburbs 235,480 14 6% 385,489 17 4% 150,009 63 7% 4 9%
Inner-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 5,330 0 3% 7,973 0 4% 2,643 49 6% 4 0%
Within Outer-suburbs 113,370 7 1% 183,103 8 3% 69,733 61 5% 4 8%
Outer-suburbs to Cities 38,203 2 4% 52,451 2 4% 14,248 37 3% 3 2%
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 10,934 0 7% 21 777 1 0% 10,843 99 2% 6 9%
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 45,276 2 8% 77,410 3 5% 32,134 71 0% 5 4%

Total 1,607,393 1000% 2,218,117 1000% 610,724 380% 32%

(B) Rhem Mare Region.

1970 1987 Change
Ortgms/Destmahons Total Share Tot,ai Share Absolute % Rate
Within Cittes 594 688 50 8% 504,570 42 4% -90,118 -I5 2% -1 0%
(’tttes to Citle, 29,845 2 6% 43,393 3 6% 13,548 45 4% 2 2%
( tt~es to Inner-Suburbs 14,443 1 2% 28,556 2 4% 14.113 97 7% 4 0%
Ctttes to OuteJ-Suburbs 3,490 0 3% 12,357 1 0% 8,867 254 1% 7 4%
Within Inner-Suburbs 186,291 15 9% 196,237 16 5% 9,946 5 3% 0 3%
l,aner-suburbs to Cttles 105,159 9 0% 134,652 11 3% 29,493 28 0% 1 5%
lqner-suburbs to Inner-suburbs 4,263 0 4% 7,567 0 6% 3~304 77 5% 3 4%
l,aner-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 1~341 0 1% 3,249 0 3% 1,908 142 3% 5 2%
Within Outer-’,uburbs 162 646 13 9% 159,491 13 4% -3,155 -1 9% -0 1%
Outer-suburbs to Clttes 61 775 5 3% 86,757 7 3% 24,982 40 4% 2 0%
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 3,425 0 3% 8,686 0 7% 5,261 153 6% 5 5%
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 2,883 0 2% 4,284 0 4% 1,401 48 6% 2 3%

Total 1,170,249 100 0% 1,189, 799 100 0% 19,550 1 7% 0 1%

(C) Iie-de-France Region.
1975 1982 Change

Orlg|ns/Destmat|ons Total Share "I otal Share Absolute % Rate
W~thm Parts 906 735 19 9% 781,364 17 3% -125,371 -13 8% -2 I%
Cities to Cities N/A N/A NIA N/A N/A N/A N/A
Parts to Inner-Suburbs 191,265 4 2% 181,884 4 0% -9,381 4 9% -0 7%
Parts to Outer-Suburbs 35,560 0 8% 42,760 0 9% 7,200 20 2% 2 6%
Within Inner-Suburbs 1,017,230 22 3% 925 400 20 5% -91,830 -9 0% -1 4%
Inner-suburbs lo Paras 612,620 13 4% 577,412 12 8% -35,208 -5 7% -0 8%
Inner-suburbs |o Inner-suburbs 148,460 3 3% 159,820 3 5% 11,360 7 7% I 1%
Inner-suburbs Io Outer-suburbs 94,540 2 1% 111,924 2 5% 17,384 18 4% 2 4%
Within Outer-suburbs 911,020 20 0% 997,756 22 1% 86,736 9 5% 1 3%
Outer-suburbs to Parts 341 275 7 5% 366,312 8 I% 25,037 7 3% 1 0%
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 254,480 5 6% 309,056 6 8% 54,576 21 4% 2 8%
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 49,910 1 1% 68,212 1 5% 18,302 36 7% 4 5%

Total 4,563,095 100 0% 4,521,900 lO0 0% -41,195 -0 9% -0 1%
Source I N S E E, 1985, M T C, 1991a, Otto, 1979, Hesslsches Statistlsches Landesamt, 1991, 1992, Rhemland-P~alz Statlst~sches

Landesamt, 1991,I992



Table 8. Summary of Commuter Movements.

(A) Bay Area.
1970 1980 Change

.Ongms/DestmatBons Total Share Total Share Absolute % Rat___ge
Cities to Cities (mcl within) 463,572 28 8% 513,714 23 2% 50,142 10 8% 1 0%
CIttes to Suburbs 138,512 8 6% 224,424 10 1% 85 912 62 0% 4 8%
Suburbs to C,tles 261,092 16 2% 352,943 15 9% 91,851 35 2% 3 0%
Suburbs to Suburbs (mcl ~sthm) 744,217 46 3% 1,127,036 50 8% 382,819 51 4% 4 2%

Total 1,607,393 100 0% 2,218,117 100 0% 610, 724 38 0% 3 2%

(B) Rhele-Mam Region.
1970 1987 Change

Qrt~ms/Deslmatlons Total Share Total Share Absolute % Rat.....~e
Cztles to Clt,:s (mcl within) 624,533 53 4% 547,963 46 1% -76,570 -12 3% -0 8%
Crees to Suburbs 17,933 1 5% 40,913 3 4% 22,986 I28 1% 4 9%
Suburbs to Ci ties 166,934 14 3% 221,409 18 6% 54,475 32 6% 1 7°,/0
Suburbs to Suburbs (mcl within) 360,849 30 8% 379,514 31 9% 18,665 5 2% 0 3%

Total 1,170,249 100 0% 1,189,799 100 0% 19,550 1 7% 0 1%

(C) lie-de-France Region.
1975 1982 Change

t~nattons Total Share Total Share Absolute % Rate
Pans to Pans 906,735 19 9% 781,364 17 3% -125,371 -13 8% -2 1%
Par~s to Subuzbs 226,825 5 0% 224,644 5 0% -2,181 -1 0% -0 1%
Suburbs to Paris 953,895 20 9% 943,724 20 9% -10,171 -I 1% -0 2%
Suburbs to Suburbs (mcl within) 2,475,640 54 3% 2,572 168 56 9% 96 528 3 9% 0 5%

Total 4,563,095 100 0% 4,521,900 100 0% -41,195 -0 9% o0 1%

Source 1 N S E E, 1985, M T C, 1991a, Otto, 1979, l-less~sches Statzstlsches Landesarnt 1991, 1992, Rhemland-Plalz Stat~stlsches

Landesamt, 1991,1992



9 9 to 11 8 percent by share, tuner-suburb to tuner-suburb trips also increased markedly, by nearly

47 percent, rising marginally in share from 35 4 to 37 7 percent In Rhem-Mam the pattern is very

different, there, trips within cities were absolutely dominant, albeit falhng m share from 50 8 to 42 4

percent, the next largest categories by 1987 were within inner suburbs (16 5 percent, up from 15 

percent :in 1970), within outer-suburbs (13 4 percent, down from 13 9 percent in 1970), and inner

suburbs to cities (11 3 percent, up from 9 0) percent) This pattern seems consistent with pohcles

that con~Eamed much of the population and employment growth among the region’s malor cities

within convenient access of each other, it is the most consistently "traditional" of any of the three

study areas

I][e-de-France, again, was different Here the biggest single category by 1982, lUSt as in the

Bay Area, was commuting within the outer suburbs havang risen by over 9 percent, it accounted

for over 22 percent of all commutes, followed closely by trips within inner suburbs, which had

declined (by 9 percent) and stood at 20 5 percent of the total Trips within the City of Paris actu-

ally stood at third place with 17 3 percent of share, having declined by almost 14 percent within

the relatively short period Thus Ile-de-France, unlike Rhem-Mam, has developed a highly non-

traditional commuting pattern, a fact that must be ascribed both to the new towns and to the

development of major Inner-suburban employment nodes during the period under study

There Is one further point worth remarl~ng in Table 7 This is that trips between outer sub-

urbs, as ,:hstmct from trips wztbzn them, represented a negligible proportion of the total 3 5 per-

cent in the BayArea in 1980, 0 4 percent m Rhem-Mam in 1987, 1 5 percent in Ile-de-France in 1982

This pre.,,umably reflects the long distances between the outer suburbs and the vartual lmposslblhty

of using transit to travel between them Coupled with the relatively high percentages commuting

wzthm outer suburbs, it indicates clearly that the malonty of trips in this outer zone are short-

distance trips to local employment Further, these short-distance trips greatly outnumber the

longer-distance commuter lourneys back to the cities by a factor of over three times in the Bay

Area, nearly two umes in Rhem-Mam, and nearly three umes m Ile-de-France On 1980, 1987, and

1982 respecnvely) In other words, the outer suburbs exhibit quite a high degree of self:contain-

ment m I heir living and working patterns, decentrahzauon of both homes and lobs results in a

weakening dependence on the central city

Corn.muting by Mode (Tables 9-12)

The next critical quesuon, of course, concerns the effect of these changes on modal shift

The evidence strongly supports the hypothesis suburbanzzation ofpopulatzon and employment

zs accompanzed by increaszng dependence on the private automobzle for the daily commute

Consider first the BayArea This, as expected, ~s the most auto-dependent of the three areas,

with over 87 percent of all trips by car in both 1970 and 1980 Even in the cities, over 70 percent
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Table 9, Commuter Movements By Mode (Absolute).

(C) Bay Area.

1970 1980 Change
Origins/Destinations Auto Transit Auto Transit. Auto Transit
Within Ciltes 312,695 124,128 336,826 139,854 24,131 15,726
Crees to Cities 17,759 8,990 20,140 16,894 2,381 7,904
Cities to hmer-Suburbs 126,913 8,718 207,085 12,744 80,172 4,026
Cities to Outer-Suburbs 2,621 260 4,102 493 1,481 233
Within Inner-Suburbs 325,894 7,933 435,650 15,634 109,756 7,701
Inner-suburbs to Cities I87,022 35,867 241,670 58,822 54,648 22,955
Inner-suburbs to Inner-suburbs 229,504 5,976 372,668 12 821 I43,164 6,845
Inner-subu rbs to Outer-suburbs 5,215 115 7,708 265 2,493 150
Within Outer-suburbs 111,456 1,914 180 441 2,662 68,985 748
Outer-suburbs to Cit~es 31.665 6,538 38,882 13,569 7 217 7,03
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 10,776 158 21.431 346 10,655 188
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 44,306 970 74,930 2,480 30,624 1,510

Total 1,405 826 201,567 1,941,533 276 584 535 707 75,017

(B) Rbem-Mam Region.

1970 1987 Change
OrigmslDestmatlons Auto I rans;t Auto Transit Auto Transit

Within Cities 174,501 128,744
Cztles to C~tJes 30,570 11,993
C~tles to Inner-Suburbs 21,971 6,025
Cities to Outer-Suburbs 9,223 2 899
Within Inner-Suburbs 63,619 12 642
Inner-suburbs to Crees 98,702 33,961
Inner-suburbs to Inner-suburbs 6,261 987
Inner-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 2,723 476
Within Outer-suburbs 53,382 8,906
Outer-suburbs to Cities 61,229 24,782
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 7,549 1 044
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 3,719 523

Total 533.449 232, 982

(C) lie-de-France Region.

1976 1982 Change
Or;gins/Destinations Auto Transit Auto Transit Auto i’ransit
Within Paris 149,000 542,000 151,000 566,000 2 000 24,000
Cities to Ctttes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Paris to Inner-Suburbs I32,000 360,000 136.000 314,000 4,000 -46,000
Paris to Outer-Suburbs 43,000 178,000 58,000 144 000 15,000 -34,000
Within Inner-Suburbs 596,000 272,000 586,000 249,000 -10,000 -23,000
Inner-suburbs to Par~s 140,000 391,000 139,000 347,000 -1,000 -44,000
Inner-suburbs to Inner-suburbs 114,000 65,000 117,000 97,000 3,000 32,000
Inner-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 139,000 52,000 174,000 51,000 35,000 -1,000
Within Ouler-suburbs 758,000 78,000 944,000 140,000 186,000 62,000
Outer-suburbs to Pan~ 45,000 198,000 52,000 154,000 7,000 -44,000
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 151,000 61,000 175,000 61,000 24,000 0
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 22,000 0 28,000 0 6,000 0

Total 2,289,000 2,197,000 2,560,000 2,123,000 271,000 -74,000
Source Eqmpement lie de France, 1990, Merhn, 1982, M T C, 1991a, Hesslsches Statlstlsches Landesamt, t991, 1992,

Rhemland-Pfalz Statzstlsches Landesarnt 1991, 1992
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Table 10. Summary of Commuter Movements By Mode (Abso|ute).

(A) Bay Area.
1970 1980 Change

_Orlgms/Destmatmns Auto Transit S, ut__~o Transit Auto Transit
Crees to C~tles (mcl within) 330,454 133,118 356,966 156,748 26,5 t2 23,630
Cities to Suburbs 129,534 8,978 211,187 13,237 81,653 4,259
Suburbs to Cities 218,687 42,405 280,552 72,391 61,865 29,986
Suburbs to Suburbs (mcl within) 727,15 ! 17,066 1,092,828 34,208 365,677 17,142

Total 1,405,826 201,567 1,941,533 276,584 535,707 75,017

(B) lq’,hem-Mam Region,
1970 1987 Change

Ortgm,,/Destmat~ons Aut._..._qoTransit Aut._._q Transtt Aut__._ooTransit
Cthes to Cttles (mcl within) 205,071 140,737
Ca~es to Suburbs 3 I, 194 8,924
Suburb,, to Cities 159,931 58,743
Suburb,, to Suburbs (mcl within) 137,253 24,578

Total 533,449 232 982

(C) Iie-de-Franee Region,

1976 1982 Change
OrJgms/Destmahons A u t.___oo Transit A u t.__._o Transit Aut...._oo"][ ranslt
Paris to Pans 149,000 542,000 151,000 566,000 2,000 24,000
Pans to Suburbs 175,000 538,000 194,000 458,000 19,000 -80,000
Suburbs to Parts 185,000 589,000 191,000 501,000 6 000 -88,000
Suburbs to Suburbs 0ncl w~tbm) 1,780,000 528,000 2,024,000 598,000 244,000 70,000

7o/al 2,289,000 2,197,000 2,560,000 2,123,000 271,000 -74,000
SourceEqmpement Ile de France, 1990, Merhn, 1982, M I" C, 1991a, Hessisches StatlstJsches Landesamt, 199I, I992,

Rhemtand-Pfalz Stat]stzsches Landesamt, 199 I, 1992



Table 11. Commuter Movements By Mode (Share).
i, i i i ii N i

(A) Bay Area.

1970 1980 Change
Origins/Destinations Aut__._~oTransit Aut._..fl Transit Auto Transit
W~thl~ CItaes 71 6% 28 4% 70 7% 29 3% -0 9% 0 9%
Cities to Cit~es 66 4% 33 6% 54 4% 45 6% -12 0% 12 0%
Cities to Inner-Suburbs 93 6% 6 4% 94 2% 5 8% 0 6% -0 6%
Ctttes to Outer-Suburbs 91 0% 9 0% 89 3% 10 7% -I 7% ! 7%
Within Inner-Suburbs 97 6% 2 4% 96 5% 3 5% -1 1% 1 1%
Inner-suburbs to Cities 83 9% 16 1% 80 4% 19 6% -3 5% 3 5%
Inner-suburbs to Inner-suburbs 97 5% 2 5% 96 7% 3 3% -0 8% 0 8%
Inner-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 97 8% 2 2% 96 7% 3 3% -1 2% 1 2%
Within Outer-suburbs 98 3% 1 7% 98 5% 1 5% 0 2% -0 2%
Outer-suburbs to Cities 82 9% 17 1% 74 1% 25 9% -8 8% 8 8%
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 98 6% 1 4% 98 4°,/0 1 6% -0 1% 0 1%
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 97 9% 2 1% 96 8% 3 2% -I 1% 1 1%

7otal 87 5% 12 5% 87 5% 12 5% 0 1% -0 1%

(B) Rheln-Mam Region.
1970 1987 Change

Ongl~ s/Destmatmns Aut.___oTransit Auto Transit Aut____ooTransit
Within C~tles 57 5% 42 5%
Cities 1~o Crees 71 8% 28 2%
Crees io Inner-Suburbs 78 5% 21 5%
CIt~es Io Outer-Suburbs 76 1% 23 9%
Within Inner-Suburbs 83 4% 16 6%
Inner-suburbs to Cities 74 4% 25 6%
Inner-suburbs to Inner-suburbs 86 4% 13 6%
Inner-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 85 I% 14 9%
Within Outer-suburbs 85 7% 14 3%
Outer-,~,uburbs to Ctttes 71 2% 28 8%
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 87 9% 12 I%
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 87 7% 12 3%

Total 69 6% 30 4%

(C) lie-de-France Region.

1976 1982 Change
Ongm,dDestmatmns Autq Transit Aut___.~oTransit Aut___.&oTranstt
Within Parts 21 6% 78 4% 21 1% 78 9% -0 5% 0 5%
Cities to Cihes N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A N/A
Par~s to Inner-Suburbs 26 8% 73 2% 30 2% 69 8% 3 4% -3 4%
Par~s to Outer-Suburbs 19 5% 80 5% 28 7% 71 3% 9 3% -9 3%
Within Inner-Suburbs 68 7% 31 3% 70 2% 29 8% 1 5% -1 5%
Inner-suburbs to Paris 26 4% 73 6% 28 6% 71 4% 2 2% -2 2%
Inner-suburbs to Inner-suburbs 63 7% 36 3% 54 7% 45 3% -9 0% 9 0%
Inner-suburbs to Outer-suburbs 72 8% 27 2% 77 3% 22 7% 4 6% -4 6%
Wltbm Outer-suburbs 90 7% 9 3% 87 1% 12 9% -3 6% 3 6%
Outer-suburbs to Par~s 18 5% 81 5% 25 2% 74 8% 6 7°,/0 -6 7%
Outer-suburbs to Inner-Suburbs 71 2% 28 8% 74 2% 25 8% 2 9% -2 9%
Outer-suburbs to Outer-suburbs I00 0% 0 0% 100 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

Total 51 0% 49 0% 54 7% 45 3% 3 6% -3 6%
Source Equlpement lie de France, 1990, Merhn, 1982, M T C, 1991a, Hesstsches Statlstlsches Landesamt, 1991 1992,

Rhemland-Pfalz Statlst~sches Landesamt~ 1991, 1992
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Table 12. Summary of Commuter Movements By Mode (Share).

(A) Bay Area.

1970 1980 Change
Orl[~,ms/Desttn atlons Auto Transit Aut____ooTransit Auto Transit
Cities toCities 0ncl within) 71 3% 287% 695% 305°,/0 -1 8% I 8%
Cities to Suburbs 93 5% 6 5% 94 1% 5 9% 0 6% -0 6%
Suburbs to Cities 83 8% 16 2% 79 5% 20 5% -4 3% 4 3%
Suburbs to Suburbs (mcl within) 97 7% 2 3% 97 0% 3 0% -0 7% 0 7°/0

Total 87 5% 12 5% 87 5% 12 5% 0 1% -0 1%

(B) Rhein-Mam Region.

1970 1987 Change
OrlgmsfDestmatlons Auto 1 ranslt Auto Transit Auto Transit
Cities to Cities (mcl within) 59 3% 40 7%
Cities to Suburbs 77 8% 22 2%
Suburbs to Cities 73 I% 26 9%
Suburbs to Suburbs (mcl within) 84 8% 15 2%

Total 69 6% 30 4%

(C) lie-de-France Region.

1976 1982 Change
Orl~,ms/Dest~nahons Auto Transit Auto Transit Aut___Q Transit
Paris to Paris 2I 6% 78 4% 21 1% 78 9% -0 5% 0 5%
Par~s to Suburbs 24 5% 75 5% 29 8% 70 2% 5 2% -5 2%
Suburbs to Paris 23 9% 76 1% 27 6% 72 4% 3 7% -3 7%
Suburbs to Suburbs (mcl within) 77 1% 22 9% 77 2% 22 8% 0 1% -0 1%

Total 51 0% 49 0% 54 7% 45 3% 3 6% -3 6%

Source Equipement lie de France, 1990, Merlin, 1982, M T C, 1991a, Hesslsches Statistisches Landesamt, 1991, 1992,

Rhemland-Pfalz Statlsttsches Landesamt 1991, 1992
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of all commute trips were by car in 1970 But this share actually fell, as auto trips increased only

marginally while transit riders showed a notable increase Transit ,ncreased its share even more

dramatically for the suburb-to-city commute, from 16 2 to 20 5 percent, this represented an absolute

gain of over 70 percent But transtt had a negligible share for both reverse-commute and suburban-

commute trips, for the latter, though transit trips actually doubled, they nevertheless represented a

mere 3 percent of all commuters in 1980 And, given the numerical dominance of suburban com-

muting in the Bay Area, this sufficiently explains the overall dominance of the private automobile

Rhem-Matn, again, presents an interesting set of contrasts Itere, for reasons already

explained In Chapter 3, figures are available only for 1987 The private automobile accounted for

lust under 70 percent of all commute trips at that time, doubtless representing the massive increase

in car ownership that has already been observed But there was a sharp difference depending on

the type of commute Within and between the cities, transit had a respectable share of nearly 41

percent of all trips, remarkably close to the figure for the Bay Area m 1980 For suburb-to-city trips,

it captuJred lust under 27 percent of the total, a higher share than in the Bay Area As compared

with the" latter area, transit had a substantially higher share of reverse-commute trips, more than

20 percent, presumably because of the h~gh lnterconnectlvlty of the network Even for the pure

suburb-to-suburb trip, transit had a more than 15 percent share, presumably for the same reason

But there was httle doubt that, overall, the car dominated all commuting patterns in the region

Even within the cities, at had a more than 57 percent share, for journeys within inner suburbs this

rose to over 83 percent, and for trips within outer suburbs ~t approached 86 percent

The same proves to be true for lie-de-France, but less spectacularly so Here, transit held

49 percent of all commute trips in 1976, the survey year, and over 45 percent seven years later by

far the highest overall proportions of any of the three regions Particularly notable is the dominance

of trans~Lt both for trips within the City of Paris (over 78 percent share, actually increasing over the

period), and for the suburb-to-c~ty commute Even more remarkably, transit had a more than 70

percent share (albeit dechnmg) of the reverse-commute trips within the region

The real contrast m Ile-de-France ~s wtth the pure suburb-to-suburb commute, where there ~s

a complete reversal of the pattern here more than 77 percent of all commuting, at both dates, was

by car The detailed figures bring out the particularly high share of car travel among commuters in

the outer suburbs, the zone that includes the new towns, although even here transit gained a

modest addmonal share (auto share 90 7 percent in 1976, 87 1 percent m 1983) It Is difficult 

restst the conclusion that although the Parisian planners have been extremely successful m integrat-

ing land use and transportation planning for radial journeys, including reverse commuting, they

have failed to do any better than other major metropolitan areas in adapting transtt to the pure

suburb-t o-suburb commute



Particularly worth underhnmg here is the modal split for the within-outer-suburb trips,

which the pre~,lous section showed to be such a dominant element (and increasingly so) of the

entire tr,avel matrix For the Bay Area in 1980, the auto share of these trips was 98 3 percent, for

Rhem-Mam in 1987, 85 7 percent, for Ile-de-France m 1982, 87 1 percent That proportion had

actually ~:lsen shghtly in the Bay Area and fallen shghtly in Ile-de-France (and possibly too in Rhem-

Main, but we cannot say), whatever the movement, it is clear that for this kand of journey, the car

remained absolutely dominant Reducing car dependence m the outer suburbs, then, might be

regarded as one key element of a future metropohtan transportation strategy

For the within-tuner-suburb trips, which the previous section also showed to be a very

~mportant element, the dominance of the car was almost as complete for the Bay Area an 1980 ats

share was 96 5 percent, for Rhem-Mam in 1987 83 4 percent, only m Ile-de-France, with its much

higher-density inner suburbs, did the proportion fall sagmficantly to 70 2 percent In the Bay Area

the share had fallen marginally, for Ile-de-France it had risen by a rather greater amount Auto

dependence m the inner suburbs, then, Is a second major problem for transportation planners

Summ.i~ng Up

The analysas definmvely confirms the hypotheses with which the research started, but with

some surpnses an detail One as the relauvely weak suburbamzation trends exhabated in the Rhem-

Mare are.a, another is the relatively weak position of the City of Pans wathm the Ile-de-France regaon

Both these, on reflection, are perhaps less surprising than at first they appear In Rhem-Mam, it

appears l¥om the densaty figures that the cities are quite generously bounded, perhaps as a result

of the local government organization that occurred m Hessen in the early 1970s, they could house

their ctt~,enry, and provide room for offices and factones, within their own boundaries, coupled

with generous mass transit faclhues In Ile-de-France, it needs to be borne in mind that the city’s

population has been declining since 1921 and that a vast agglomeration (representing the inner

suburbs) had grown around it even by the 1930s, further expanding in the 1950s and 1960s, even

before the new towns program was launched The key features of the 1965 regional plan~ the

construc1~lon of the new towns and the reconstruction of the suburbs to provide stronger employ-

ment and servace centers ~therefore budt on trends that had been long-estabhshed

Tihe comparison does estabhsh that European metropolitan areas remain more transit-

dependent than their American equivalents, especially for the traditional city-based commuter

movements that transit handles well This as partly a matter of lower car ownershap levels, although

~,n that respect Europe was fast catching up during the 1970s and 1980s It is also a matter of

dehberate policy, and particularly of hagher suburban densmes (notably an the inner suburbs, but

extending in Ile-de-France into the outer suburbs where the new towns are located), and the

provision of transit services that are integrated with the prevailing patterns of suburban growth
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However, perhaps the most important conclusion of this chapter ~s that, as suburbamzauon

of homes and jobs proceeds, it Is accompanied by increasing dependence on the private automobile

for the da~ly commuting trip This is as true of Europe as of the United States, the d,fferences appear

to represent later diffusion of car ownership, although, as prewously stated, the European cities were

rapidly catching up m the 1970s and 1980s Such trips tend to be short, because the great majority

are made within rather than between suburbs, particularly In the outermost ring However, they

may contribute to localized congestion The anecdotal ewdence of increasing h~ghway congestion

m the lC~80s, for which we were unable to obtain systematic data, would appear to confirm this It

is a key point for pohcy formulauon, to which we shall need to return m Chapter 5
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5. POLICY RESPONSES

The crmcal final question for this study concerns pohcy response how far and how suc-

cessfully have the relevant authorities, both for transportation and land-use planning, responded

to the phenomenon of the suburban commute~ Do they recognize it as an increasing problem~

And if so, what measures have they proposed or implemented to try to ameliorate it;

San Francisco Bay Area

Several important initiatives have been taken in Cahfornta at the federal, state, and metro-

pohtan area level, which promise to make a significant impact on the Bay Area’s suburban commute

problem The), are the 1988 Cahfornta Clean Air Act and MTC’s 1991 court loss, BART extensions,

the 1990 bond issues, the 1991 Intermodal Surface Transportation Act, the possible formation of a

new Bay Area regional government, and a new interest in transit-based housing

7he 1988 Cahfornza Clean AzrAct With the passage of this act, air quality regulations in Cah-

forma became the strictest in the nation In order to meet these standards, MTC began to shift focus

from highway building to a diverse program, including a traffic management system, congestion

managetlqent districts, higher toll bridge charges, better transit services, reglon-wide transit tickets,

transit su bsldles for government agency employees, new and better marked bike paths, and improved

transit arid ride-sharing reformation services (Metropohtan Transportation Commlssion, 1992a 6-7)

However, in 1991, a court ruled in favor of the Sierra Club against MTC for not incorporating ABAG’s

population and employment projections, and BAAQMD’s pollution projections (both of which were

based on municipal land use and transportation plans) into MTC’s transportation funding decision

process In redesigning this process, MTC is being compelled to consider the effects of its funding

on mumcipal land-use and transportation planning in light of regional goals In doing so, mumclpah-

ties will ~lso be forced to revise their pohctes or risk losing transportauon funding Given the fiscal

crisis underway in California, mumcipahues will find It difficult to resist such funds, even at the

cost of h,avmg to consider the impacts of their development pohcies on their neighbors

B4RTand OtherExtenszons In 1988, after lengthy negonations organized by the

Metropohtan Transportation Commission, local, state, and federal officials agreed to extend BART

m four dtrecuons almost simultaneously, and to extend the existing CalTram commuter line into

downtown San Francisco The agreement specifies that SamTrans, the San Mateo County bus

agency, will buy mto the BART system by contributing $200 million (1990 dollars) for extensions

,of BART ~n the East Bay counties of Alameda and Contra Costa, specifically from Concord to West

Plttsburg, from San Leandro to Dublin and Pleasanton, and from Fremont to the Warm Springs

,area of Milpitas (Figure 4), it will also pay 25 percent of the cost for the extension from DaIy City

~:o the San Francisco International Airport, which runs through San Mateo county
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Figure 4
San Francisco Bay Area: Transit Plans
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LocalApprovals of Bond Issues The 1988 vote also paved the way for several subsequent

local votes to provide additional funds for transit construction In 1988, voters approved a rise in

Bay Bridge tolls to pay for mass transit and other improvements In 1988 and 1989, voters tn San

Mateo, Contra Costa, and San Francisco counties approved sales tax measures with specific money for

rail programs In 1990, voters statewlde passed Propositions 108 and 116 to provide more money

for rail projects As a result, the California Transportation Commission committed no less than

$511 million to new rail projects in the BayArea Overall, nearly 50 percent of total funding for

the key rail projects in the regional rail plan will come from local sources, state funds will finance

21 percent, federal funds some 30 percent (Metropohtan Transportation Commission 1991c, 2)

The 1991 Intermodal SuoCace Transportatzon Efficiency Act (commonly known by its acro-

nym ISTEA) has set the stage for a revoluuon in U S transportauon plannmg By emphaslzmg the

need to reduce congestion, increase access and mobility, maxamtze efficiency, and allow local

decision-makers to declde on funding priorities, it enables a shift away from highways to transit

With its strong regional transportation agency (MTC), the process, already underway, of redesigning

MTC’s flandmg process, and the newly available transit funding from recent bond issues, the Bay

Area ts poised to take early and decisive advantage of ISTEA The change in funding procedures,

especially local dlstribuuon discretion, promises federal funding to support local initiatives to extend

BART arid the Santa Clara light rail system In March 1992, earmarked ISTEA funds provided $568

million for two key Bay Area rail projects, the BART extension to the San Francisco International

Airport ,~nd the 12-mile, $463-mllhon northern extension of the Santa Clara Light Raft system from

Mountain View to Mllpitas, which wiU d~rectly serve suburb-to-suburb commute trips between the

East Bay and Silicon Valley (Metropohtan Transportauon Commission, 1992b 1, 1992d 4)

Bay Vzsion 2020 In a report from a major blue-ribbon committee m January 1991, Bay

Vision 2020 proposed that the BayArea move in stages towards creauon of a commission for more

effective regional governance in matters oftransportauon and land use, in the first stage through

integrating the Association of Bay Area Governments, the Metropohtan Transportauon Commission,

and the Bay Area Air Quality Management Dtstrmt (Porter, 1992) Negouauons are still taking

place, and the outcome is still unclear

The main lesson from the Bay Area experience is that growing traffic congestion can funda-

mentally change voter and official optmon towards transit planning However, specific recogmuon

of the crtucal importance of the suburban commute problem is only slowly emergmg in the official

transit planning process The projected transit extensions, though important m themselves, mainly

cater to the traditional radial commute, whmh, as Chapter 4 has shown, Is of diminishing importance,

the only redeeming feature is that some of them, such as the BART Warm Springs extension and the

Santa Clara Light Rail northern extension, will also connect suburban employment nodes, and

that BAF~" may eventually become a true mulu-nodal regional network, as originally planned in
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the 1960s Meanwhile, the proposal for the Mid-State Tollway, a new 85-mile, $1 2-bllhon outer

beltway to be built with private finances and operated as a tollway, seems a return to highly tradi-

tional thinking of the 1960s, totally out ofhne with the new approach (Metropohtan Transportation

Commission, 1992c 1)

Transzt-BasedHouszng Finally, the BayArea has been one of the areas of the country, show-

ing the most serious official interest in new kinds of transit-based housing Local architect Peter

CaIthorpe took the lead in developing his concept of the Pedestrian Pocket, a high-density transit-

oriented community, the first of which is nearing completion in Laguna West south of Sacramento

(Kelbaugh, 1989 45-49, U S Department of Transportation, 1991 30-31, Baltake 1991 1, 6)

Sacramento county has now accepted the idea as a general principle for future suburban extensions,

and lncorporatmg it m its general plan Similar transit-based schemes have been or are being devel-

oped at various places in the Bay Area next to the Bay Fair BART station and soon next to the El

Cerrlto del Norte BART station, at California Avenue on the CalTraln south of Palo Alto, and on the

southern extension of the Santa Clara Light Rail At the University of Cahforma at Berkeley, the Insti-

tute of Urban and Regional Development has promoted a new national research center, the National

Transit Access Center (NTRAC), which has already published a number of studies of alternative hous-

ing schemes nationwide, and the University’s College of Environmental Design, under the leadership

of architect-planner Daniel Solomon, is promoting a series of teaching and research efforts m the

field The auguries are reasonably good, then, that the Bay Area will take some kind ofnationaI lead

in promoting the new development forms

Rhein-Maln Region

The Umlandverband Frankfurt (UVF) has recently undertaken two significant steps to improve

planmng in the region The first is a multiple-institution transportation database (Verkebrsdaten-

baszsRhem-Mazn), consisting ofdemographm, land use, and transportation data It was formed in

cooperalaon with the UVF, FVV, Frankfurt, State of Hessen, and the local planning agencies of the

member’,~ of the UVF This has taken a number of years to develop, but the 1987 census data are

currently available and updates from 1990/1991 will be available in September 1992 (Bleber, 1992b)

Here it l.,, relevant that, although the UVF provides an outstanding example of regional coopera-

tion and planning, it must be noted that--as recognized by its own personnel-- the UVF does not

cover the entire Rhem-Mam Region (Bleber, 1991) To do so, it would have to extend west to Matrix.

and Wiesbaden, south to Darmstadt, and east to Aschaffenburg Besides the difficulty of expanding

its territorywithm the state of Hessen, the first- and last-named clues are m other states (Rhemland-

Pfalz and[ Bavaria respectively), and these are unlikely to encourage such a development It should

also be rioted that land use decisions are largely out of the Umlandverband’s control, making it

difficult ~ o control the type and location of development that takes place in its area
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Second, concurrent to the formation of the database, the UVF has funded a major study of

tangential commuter movements in its region by a local transportation consulting firm (Ingemeur-

sozietat BGS, 1990) The study was undertaken as a direct result of the authority’s recognition that

suburb-1 o-suburb tangential commuting was growing, and that projected strong population and

employment growth outside of the region’s cities would exacerbate this condition The study concen-

trates on the location of current and projected population and employment in relation to existing

and planned transportation services Using a scoring system, it rates different routing options and

service options Particularly interesting is the restriction of future transportation services to either

bus or m agnetlc rail, as discussed later in the section on technology The study was completed in

1992, arid the debate over routing and technologies has begun, a process cxpected to take several

years before a decision is made In addition, the UVF is updating the land use and transportation

plans, an ongoing process which will also take some years to complete (Bieber, 1992b)

As a part of the search for solutions to the growth of automobile congestion in the Rhem-

Main Region, the UVF has concluded that traditional transit systems are either counterproductive

or mfea,,lble (Bieber, 1992a) One relatively inexpensive solution, the use of buses, results 

increased traffic and so is vulnerable to the same delays as automobiles Trams or hght rail are more

expensive and, insofar as they operate on surface streets, are subject to the same problems The

use of heavier rail (U- or S-Babn) is considered far too expensive relative to hkely demand There-

fore, only Spurbus or Magnetbabn technologies have been considered m the study A Spurbus,

also known under the Mercedes-Benz proprietary name O-Bahn, is a bus capable of operating on

either a fixed guideway or a normal street, and may also be built so as to be capable of operating

on electJ’lcal or diesel power (Duo-bus) The former capability allows it to operate on a segre-

gated guideway, thereby avoiding congestion and attaining higher speeds The latter capablhty

allows it to reduce noise and air pollution, and to operate in tunnels if necessary Both of these

bus technologies are in commercial use in Essen, where buses operate under electrical power on

a gmdeway through a tunnel under the central area, emerging to run on gmdeway on a median

strip in 2 n expressway-, and later converting to diesel power to run over ordinary suburban streets

An extensive diesel-only gmdeway network also connects suburban areas in Adelaide, South

Australia, with the central business district, and has proved extremely popular and successful

Magnetbabn is a magnetically levitated and propelled train, similar to a people mover, and

capable of automatic operations (without personnel) and of being elevated It is a very quiet sys-

tem and uses less electricity than conventional rail transit technologies A British version of this

technology has been in use for several years between Birmingham barport in England and the

National Exhlbltlon Centre about a half-mile distant, a short test track, approximately one mile in

length, built byAEG, has operated successfully in Berlin between the Glelsdreleck and Kemperplatz

stations but is being removed because the right-of-way is needed for a subway extension as a result
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of reunification of the city A similar system was proposed byAEG for use at the Frankfurt Airport to

connect a new terminal with the existing terminals This proposal was closely momtored by the UVF

in conlutnction with the possibility of extending the system out of the airport for use as a tangen-

tial transit line However, the proposal fell through when AEG failed to prove the system capable

of the operations necessary at the airport (Bieber, 1992a) This failure has seriously compromised

any possibility of the use of Magnetbahn technology for tangential transit around Frankfurt

The tangential commuter study was published in July 1992 It concludes that the present

radially based system Is inadequate for servang the suburb-to-suburb traffic, considers a number of

possible" routing systems, and concentrates on a comparison between an unguided express bus

system running on ordinary streets and an M-Bahn system It concludes in favor of M-Bahn on

traffic, planning, and environmental grounds, and recommends a system costing 3 3 billion DM at

1992 prices, on the basis of prolected revenues, it estimates a return of between 90 and 120 per-

cent of’ pure" system costs, excludmg service of capital and maintenance costs (Figure 5) The

logic is l hat despite the much higher capital costs of the M-Bahn system (some 75 times as great),

the running costs would be lower because of lower labor costs Overall, the study shows that the

annual costs of the M-Bahn system would be some 100 million DM per year against only 20 mllhon

DM per year for the bus (Umlandverband Frankfurt, 1992 36-38), so that the conclusion seems

likely to provoke considerable debate That debate will probably last several years and may be

paralleled by a number of technology studies Probably no decision on routing and technology

will be reached before 1995 In consequence, though UVF has recognized the problem of tangen-

tial commuter movements, it is still far from a solution, and the debate about technology seems

likely to exacerbate the situation

The German experience underhnes an important general point For inter-city traffic, too,

an intense and sometimes acrimonious debate has raged between the advocates of steel-wheel-on-

steel-rail technology, concentrated in the German Federal Railway (Deutsche Bundesbahn) and

Federal Transport Ministry, and the proponents of magnetic levitation m the Technology Mtmstry

The debate particularly concentrated on the Cologne-Frankfurt section, which forms a critical hnk

in the pi oposed European high-speed rail system, and on the associated plan to build an M-Bahn

system to connect Cologne-Bonn airport, Dusseldorf airport, and the cities of the Ruhr area The

latter has nov,, been shelved, perhaps permanently, while a firm decision has been taken to build

Cologne-Frankfurt as a steel-wheel (Inter-Czty Express) system, so as to link with extstmg and

planned sections west of Cologne and south and east of Frankfurt However, the Technology

Ministry has secured agreement to build a dedicated M-Bahn system connecting Hamburg and

Berlin, c,n which work is expected to start during the 1990s

Thus the debate continues, and it cannot fail to impact on technology choice m urban areas,

if only b,~cause of the heavy research and development costs incurred by the M-Bahn consortium
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Figure 5
Rhein-Ma!n Region: Transit Plans, Including M-Bahn
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in bnngmg their product to technical feasibility, However, on present indications it seems likely

that Frankfurt may adopt a bus-based strategy for its suburban trips, perhaps with a guideway

element as employed successfully in Essen

Ile-de-France: ORBITALE and LUTECE

XVhile the Parisian transportation system has performed well in serving traditional radial

commute patterns, with planned Metro and RER extensions (Figure 6), planners in the region Ile-

de-France have become increasingly aware of the suburb-to-suburb commute problem that has

resulted from suburbanization Since there is little or no transit service to connect suburbs with

one anolther (except when they lie in direct line along the radial system), as already seen in Chapter

4 most trips of this kind are made by private automobile Ks in the United States, and particularly

Cahfornta, congestion and other auto-related externalities have grown to serious proportions

X~hat is particularly interesting for this study IS that, alone so far of the three case study areas,

planner~,, in Ile-de-France have developed a complete strategy to deal with the problem of the subur-

ban corn mute The first element, called the Organzsatzon R~gzonale dans le Bassm Int~rieur des

Transports Annulaires Lib~r~s d’Encombrements (ORBITALE) was un veiled In December 1990

(Institutd’Am6nagement 1990), it is incorporated Into the new regional strategy (Institut d’Am6nage-

ment, lC~91, Pager, 1992)

ORB/TALE proposes a new transit system to serve the higher-density Inner suburbs At the

same time, In parallel, the regional authority is proposing a longer-term plan,the Liaisons dt Utthsa-

t~on Tangentzelle En Couronne Ext~rteure (LUTECE), so far more skeletal, to connect the outer ring of

suburbs, including the new towns Because the ORB/TALE and LUTECE studies are the only ones that

specifically address the problems analyzed In this report, they merit somewhat extended treatment

ORB/TALE In attempting to serve the inner ring of suburbs with a transit system, the regional

planning agency had to deal with many complex factors First, the area to be served IS vast The inner

ring con tams nearly 400 square miles of land Next, the diverse nature of land uses and population

characteristics made It clear that no one solution could possibly apply to the entire inner ring Pat-

terns of development were in flux and political opposition to regional plans was a reality Recent

decentr~ hzatlon of authority gave each commune stronger control over land use decisions within it,

and the communes within the inner ring run the gamut from extremely conservative to commumst

/my system, or combination of systems, to be developed to meet the problem was required

to meet certain stated objectives The primary objective was to make up for deficiencies in transit

supply due to overall increases in trlp-making In the inner ring and throughout the region, and to

encourage the urbamzation and general improvement in the urban structure and urban form of

the lnneJr ring of suburbs A set of secondary objectives included the following
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Figure 6
R~giotx He-de-France: Transit Plans
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To improve transit quality in served areas by providing a high level of service
(frequency, speeds, etc 

To provide direct commune-to-commune service, prevaously possible only through
radial (to-center-and-back) paths

*’ To aid in the consohdauon/coalescence of the tuner ring of suburbs, to be a unifying factor

eb To help ease road and highway congestion by making transit more attractive to drivers

In addition, certain technical oblectives were stated Studies indicated that the new network

could expect a flow of 2,500-15,000 passengers/hour in each direction Such a flow called for a com-

mercial :speed of 20-25 miles per hour (35-40 km/hr) with stations spaced at an average of about

one-half mile (1 km) Vehicles would run on 3- to 5-minute headways This set of techmcaI objec-

tives for the new system was a fine compromise between a system with a higher hne-haul speed

service (RER type) and a finer-grained network (such as the Paris M6tro, which runs at a commercial

speed of only about 13 miles per hour (20 km/hr)

The proposed ORBITALE network is a combination of proven technologies specific to certain

sites and axes It is currently designed to be some 110 miles (175 kalometers) in length, 90 miles

(148 katometers) of which will be in "belt" configuration, the remamder m axial configuration

(Figure "7) The l~st below shows the planned rlght-of-way breakdown m miles (and kilometers)

e 12 miles (19 kin) in North Interior Loop

e 25 miles (40 km) in North Exterior Loop

e 31 miles (50 kin) in South Interior Loop

e 24 miles (39 km) in South Exterior Loop

e 17 miles (27 kin) in Three Radial Segments

Nineteen miles (30 kalometers) of the system are currently in the construction phase 

approved for construction The network is planned as a phased project to be completed during

the 1990s The system will be integrated into the regional transportation network as it exists and

will lnchlde approximately 50 points of transfer to the radial transit system

Stated speed objectives (22-25 miles per hour, 35-40 km/hr) prohibit the type of tramway

technology currently in successful use m French provincial cities like Nantes and Grenoble In

these citJtes, the trams run at-grade in traffic Such an operation allows for speeds of only up to 16

miles peJr hour (25 km/hr) and would disrupt the flow of automobile traffic at important inter-

sections and along primary radlaI routes, contrary to stated objectives Therefore, the ORBITAI~

will only run on grade-separated rights-of-way, in tunnels, on viaducts, or at-grade in traffic only

where the noted interferences do not exist

The turning radius of ORBFFALE vehicles will be held to 164 feet (50 meters) where possible,

so as to keep the running speed up to the stated objective The vehicles employed in the network
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Figure 7
R~gion Ile-de-France: The ORBITALE and LUTECE Plans
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wdl, of course, be capable of ughter turns The three primary types of right-of-way wdl be under-

ground, at-grade, and waduct Underground segments wall be pnmardy cut and cover m construc-

uon, however, some tunnelhng will be done where sagmficant depth Is required (such as under

ravers) orwhere below-grade runs are at least 0 6 male (1 km) m length 63 percent of the network

wall be budt below-grade At-grade secuons wdl exclusive rights-of-way Certain at-grade segments

wall be budt on streets with auto traffic, but only where street width as greater than 80 feet (24

meters) and no "amportant" antersecuons are crossed Vmducts wdl be constructed for some seg-

ments where streets are wider than 100 feet (30 meters), as on the Ldle VAL (V~bzcule Automa-

tique Leg&e, or Automauc Laght Rail)

ORBITALE stations will be constructed 60 meters m length to allow for the potential coup-

hng of vehicle-sets Thear wadth will be not less than 3 meters In the case of the VAL technology,

platforn’ts wdl be dlmensloned to accommodate platform doors as m the Lille VAL system The

enure O Pd3/TALE network wdl be wheelchair-access,ble, and platforms wall be raised to vehacle

floor level to facditate on- and off-boarding

The total cost of the ORB/TALE network (engineering and design, land procurement, con-

strucuon, labor, matermls, etc ) as enwsloned by the IAURIF Is approximately 40 bdhon francs or

$8 bdhon (US $1 = FF5), plus or minus 50 mdhon francs or $10 mdhon Thas works out 

approximately 378 mdlaon francs or $76 mdhon per rmle (235 rmlhon francs or $47 mllhon per

kilometer) These figures do not include rolhng stock, garages, or maintenance faclhues

Cost esumates per rode of each of the various technologies anuclpated are shown m Table 13

It should be noted that these costs are based on 1990 francs and are only estimates based on going

rates for samllar technologies Costs are mdacated for LRV (manually driven), VAL, and METEOR

(automated heavy rad)

Four sections of the ORBITALE network are currently open or under construcnon F~rst, a

tramway between St Denis and Boblgny has been built to help ~mprove tangentml connecuons m

th~s congested corndor across the northern tuner-suburban zone, astride the mare radial (highway

and RER~ from central Pans to the Charles de Gaulle Airport (Fagure 7a) Completed m 1992, this

~s an exclusive-right-of-way tramway constructed at-grade wath a few grade crossings, and many

underground segments It will be extended westward to La D6fense and eastward to Nolssy-le-Sec

and Montreud

1~ ext, the Trans Val-de-Marne, an exclusive-right-of-way (but non-guided) busway, wdl oper-

ate over 7 5 mdes (12 km) between RungJs and Cr6ted m the south-east inner suburbs There wall

be 22 stations along ats length and as expected to serve approximately 43,000 passengers dady

The Trans Val-de-Marne was scheduled to begin service in 1992
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Figure 7a
R~gion He-de-France: ORBITALE (Detail)
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Table 13
ORBITALE Network: Estimated Costs per Mile,

Millions of Francs/Mile

Type of ROW LRV VAL METEOR
At Grade 121 177 193
Viaduct 161 225 249
Cut and Cover 225 274 305
Excavated Tunnel 483 531 644
Tunnel 322 402 491

Millions of Dollars/Mile (US $1 = FF5)

Type of ROW LRV VAL METEOR
At Grade 24 35 39
Viaduct 32 45 50
Cut and Cover 45 55 61
Excavated Tunnel 97 106 129
Tunnel 64 80 98

Third, the Orly VAL automated light rail line, opened in 1992, moves passengers between

the RER B-hne at Antony and the two terminals at Orly airport The VAL technology has proven

itself in :service in the northern city of Lille This privately financed hne moves at an average speed

of 37 miles per hour (60 km/hr) and completes its run in approximately 6 minutes with headways

of less than 3 minutes

A fourth section, just starting construction, Is conversion to hght rail of the existing but

lightly u afficked SNCF heavy rail line between Issy-Plame on the Fronts de Seine, a large commer-

cial development on the south bank of the river in south-west Paris, and the huge commercial

comple:~, of La D6fense to the west of the city, this is scheduled for completion in 1996 (Direction

R6gionale, 1990 22-23)

These four sections will in effect create a discontinuous orbital network through the mner

suburbs, with remaining gaps to be filled in the east, between Bobigny and Cr~tell, m the south,

between Rungis and Orly and between Antony and Issy-Plame, and in the west, between La D6fense

and St-D~nis These, it is confidently expected, will be filled by a complex pattern of orbital and

radial connectors --sometimes branching to provide more than one alternative route-- during

the 1990s The technologies on different stretches will be different, but convement interchanges

between them (and with major radial lines of M6tro and PER), together with common ucketlng

arrangements, will make the system, in effect, a seamless web

LUTECE Completion of the ORB/TALE will, however, still leave the problem of connecting

the outer suburbs and in particular the five new towns, which are located at an average distance of

about 15 miles (25 kilometers) from the center of Paris, with correspondingly long circumferential

distance,s between them Here, the regional planning agency has a longer-term plan LUTECE pro-

poses a large-scale expansion of the PER system to llnk the new towns and strategic sectors with
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one another and to interconnect to the ORBITALE Network (Institut d’Am~nagement, 1991 82-

83) The basic elements of this plan, which uses large sections of the exasting Grande Cemture

line around Paris, are listed below (Figure 7)

¯ NORTH
¯ SOUTH
¯ WEST

¯ EAST

Cergy Pontoise/Rolssy/Marne-la-Vall6e

St Quentirt/Versadles/Massy/Evry/Melun-S6nart/TGV

Massy-Versadles/Notsy-le-Rol/St Germam en Laye/Cergy
(utilizing the existing Grande Cemture)

Rotssy/M61un S6nart, completing an outer rail ring This last
section will be independent of the TGV (high-speed train)
tnterconnection around the east side of Paris, which it will
closely parallel (Figures 6 and 7)

Incorporated in the Regional Plan for the period 1992-2017, LUTECE is hkely to be com-

pleted some time m the early 21st Century

Summing Up

The main conclusion to be drawn from this chapter, and perhaps the most important of the

entire study, is that the planners in the Ile-de-France region are much further advanced than any

others m their apprecmuon of the problem of the suburban commute and in their development of

specific plans to develop transit-based solutions to It Though planners in Rhem-Main are now also

well aware of it, and have commissioned a similar study, firm proposals are unhkely to emerge

until the mtd-1990s, when Ile-de-France will already have completed substantml stretches of its

tuner-suburban orbital transit network This is a remarkable achievement, which results from the

commitment of the French government at the highest level to a positive, coordinated system of

regional planning, and from the resulting professionalization and competence of Partsmn

planmng and transportation professional officials

Perhaps the most important lesson from the ORB/TALE and LUTECE proposals is that one

technol,:~g-,y system cannot, and will not, solve all of a region’s transportation problems, m ORB/TALE

the French, who have a deserved reputauon for grand comprehensive planmng, have adopted a very

pragmal,ic approach, building separate secuons with different technologies in such a way that they

will eventually hnk into a seamless transportation network through easy transfers between the

parts A mix of technologies appropriate to the markets they serve must be employed and should

be coordinated to feed into one another and into existing transportation networks Such systems

should be "user-friendly °’, that is, tarlficatlon should be umform, transfer between lines and modes

should be fast and efficient, and the system should fit well into the urban fabric Associated wtth

this, a phased approach is necessary, a whole system cannot and should not be built in one

massive effort
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Further, the Parisian experience shows that is important that comprehensive regional

transpoJ’tation planning be done in conjunction with regional land-use and development plan-

ning to ]provide for a coordinated, cost-effective solution Finally, different financing techniques

must be explored and exploited, private funding should be pursued where possible, but pubhc

funding should not be shunned

Nevertheless, despite the impressiveness of the French achievement, some words of reserva-

tion are in order Their approach, hke that of German planners, tends to be somewhat engineering-

led It tends to assume that if appropriate facilities are provided, then they will be used and the

investment will be justified There appears to be little systematic attempt to forecast the likely

transfers to the new transit modes Admittedly, with such a novel system as ORB/TALE this would

be difficult to do in any event, and the French have established a reputation for taking bold leaps

into innovative technologies, such as the TGV (Tram dt Grande Vztesse), which proved abundantly

justified in the light of subsequent commercial experience Further, French planners would

doubtle.ss argue that, given the seriousness of congestion in the inner suburbs, even a modest

diversion to transit would be well worth achieving Nevertheless, the projects remain to some

degree .’i leap into the unknown

This is related to another point As Chapter 4 has emphasized, the major problem-- in Ile-

de-France as elsewhere --is traveUmg within the suburbs rather than between them, the need is to

reduce ~,,hort-dlstance travel by car It is true that Ile-de-France does have a larger flow between

inner suburbs than the other two areas, largely because of its dense structure and the presence of

large tuner-suburban employment nodes, which planning over the last 25 years has actually

encouraged In any event, the technology mix proposed in ORB/TALE-- with its stress on light rail

and busway--is probably highly appropriate to the characteristics of tuner-suburban lie-de-

France, with its combination of short within-suburb and medmmdength between-suburb trips

What is far less certain is whether the relatively high investment proposed in LUTECE-- with Its

stress on conventional heavy-rail technology-- could be justified m face of the almost total lack of

longer-chstance commuting between the outer suburbs Presumably, the Ile-de-France planners

are expecting these flows to mcrease But if so, they are clearly anticipating well into the future
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND SPECULATIONS

Principal Conclusions

llae main conclusions of this research may be simply and shortly summarized

1 Population and employment have decentralized from cities to suburbs, in Europe as in

the United States However, the rate ofdecentrahzatlon seems to vary quite substantially
from one urban area to another within Europe This may partly be an artefact of the

spatial units employed, but something more substantive also appears to be causing the

difference

2 Logically, this decentralization process is accompanied by a shift away from traditional

suburb-to-city commuting, and towards within-suburb (plus, much less commonly,

between-suburb) commuting, as well as reverse (city-to-suburb) commuting In the urban
areas studied, within-suburb commuters have become the biggest single category

3 Again logically, this is accompanied by a massive shift from transit to the private automo-
bile as the principal commuting mode The private automobile totally dominates the

suburban commute, with more than 80 percent (and commonly well over 90 percent)
of trips made by this means Only in the Paris inner suburbs, which are quite dense

and therefore city-like, does transit win a substantial minority of trips

4 Generally, metropolitan land-use and transportation planning authorities have only

recently awakened to the scale of the problem and have begun to think about responses

to it By far the most advanced are the planners of the Paris region, who have devised a
detailed transit plan for their inner suburbs and a more skeletal plan (so far) for their

outer suburbs These do not seem to have been based on any traffic forecasts, and it

remains to be seen how successful they prove to be in wooing Parisian commuters
from their cars

Final Speculations

These conclusions suggest some final speculations about policy and further research

~First, it remains to be seen which policy approach may be the more successful on the one

hand, building a new and inevitably expensive new transit network to cater for suburban trips, on

the Parisian model, or seeking to influence modal choice by Transportation Systems Management

and Transportation Demand Management, which has been a distinctively American contribution

It may well be that some combination of the two approaches might prove most fruitful For

instance, management techniques might be employed to encourage commuters to transfer from

single-occupancy to multiple-occupancy vehicles, which might then be accommodated on special

infrastructure such as HOV lanes or even entire HOV routes, shared with advanced transit modes

Second, the precise impact of land use planning is still unclear While there is clearly a

general relationship between residential density and transit share, and also between employment

density at the workplace and transit share, the precise relationships are still not firm enough to
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use for pohcy formulation This is particularly the case because m all advanced mdustrlal socieues

It appears that the clear preference is for the smgle-famlly home, and It is still not certain how far

this form can be planned so as to encourage transit use NTRAC’s future research program is

heavily concentrated on this issue Similarly, though it Is clear that, m general, large, dense employ-

ment concentrations are associated with transit use, some recent large "edge ctty" developments m

the Umled States, such as Dubhn-Pleasanton-San Ramon m the San Francisco Bay Area and Tysons

Corner m the Washington, D C, area, are highly auto-dependent (Cervero, 1985, 1989, Garreau,

1991) This relationship, too, will undoubtedly prove worthy of study in N’I~,AC’s developing

research projects
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